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ONE OF IMINITUCKY%
WEEKLY 1.

Kentucky Windage

The Nowa has won awards for
•mcollon.• •oarF year it has boon
•ubm.ttod in Judging contoato.

Volume 39
For some time I have been intending to
begin listing the daily north-south AMTRAK
scheduled stops at Fulton. Just to be all-inclusive about our passenger connections
here, I also eased out to the local bus station,
dodged around the water-filled potholes to
the ticket office and picked up the bus connections we have.
The list, all totalled up, is amazing and
impressive. I wonder how many people
around here realize that the four passenger
transportation companies serving the Twin
Cities (Amtrak, Brooks Bus, Greyhound and
Trailways) provide a total of 25 different
scheduled stops here daily. We have direct
service northbound to St. Louis, Chicago and
Detroit, and southbound direct to Memphis
and New Orleans.
Here is the current timetable. It is subject to periodic revision, of course, but you
might want to clip it and save it for reference:
A.M. DEPARTURES:
Trailways to Memphis via Jackson

2:50 am

Greyhound to Paducah & Chicago

3:50 am

Greyhound to Detroit & Chicago

4:90 am

Greyhound to Memphis via Dyersburg

5.36 am
5:45 am

Trailways to St. Louis
Trailways to Memphis via Jackson

6:22 am

Greyhound to Memphis via Dyersburg(Ex Sun)

10:25 ant
10:35 am
10:55 am

Greyhound to Chicago
Brooks from Detroit
Greyhound to Memphis via Dyersburg

11:24 am
11:59 am

Trailways to St. Louis
Greyhound to Memphis via Dyersburg

1:30 pm

P. M. DEPARTURES
Greyhound to Detroit

2:10 pm
2:40 pm

Trailways to Memphis via Jackson
Brooks to Detroit

3:21 pm
3:55 pm

AMTRAK #1 to Memphis, New Orleans
Greyhound to Memphis via Dyersburg

4:30 pm
4:40 pm

Greyhound to Detroit & Chicago
AMTRAK fe2 to Chicago

5:43 pm

Trailways to St. Louis

6:15 pm Greyhound to Memphis via Dyersburg
6:50 pm Trailways to Memphis via Jackson
8:45 pm

Greyhound to Detroit

10:40 pm

Greyhound to Chicago

11:02 pm
II:115 pm

Trailways to St. Louis
Greyhound to Memphis via Dyersburg

The news from Emberton-For-Governor
headquarters hit a new low this week at our
office. Monday morning we opened a letter
containing notice of a "news release" and all
It contained was a blank sheet of paper.
I understand that the new Kiwanis Club
In South Fulton is going to undertake the
improvement of the community's new city
park as their principal goal this year. It's
a splendid thought, and a project that will
ply fine dividends to the community.
Look at our own city park in Fulton.
With the help of the Lions Club on a continuing basis . . . and a few others now and then
... the Fulton city park has developed as the
summertime focal point of the recreation
programs.
It's a proud feeling to drive by in the
evening and find the place crammed and
jammed with cars and kids, and parents, too.
And picknickers, and basketball players, as
well as the baseball and softball games.
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and Mose youngsters a* South Futton's papule, wading pool enjoys careSCHOOL'S OUT
expresfree afternoon without a worry in the world except keeping cool. Judging from their
sions, the water's lust tined

The Farmers Exchange Bank
presently operates a branch
in Rives, also in Obion County.
The Rives branch was opened

Arkansas Native Accepts Post
AsSouth Fulton City Manager
S. Marine Corps, including
months in Vietnam, as a
1
munications specialist.
e was graduated in 1968
m Ouachita Baptist Unisity in Arkadelphia, Arican, with a B. A. in political
ence. He took a city mane's training course at the
l versity of Kansas and recltived a Master's of Public
ministration degree in 19'70.
succeed when he came to South Fulton
2'7, will
Stark,
According to Blake, the UniinterBlake, who is resigning at the two weekends ago for an
sity of Kansas graduate
end of this week to become view.
ogram is considered the neA native of Arkansas, Stark
finance director of Norman,
outstanding training
from
's
1961
t
in
graduated
Oklahoma. Commissioner Jim was
spool for city managers. The
Owens said that "we were all Heber Springs High School.
years in the dean of the training school revery impressed with Stark" ,lie served three
ferred to Stark as "the most
promising candidate of our
graduates of 1970."
Stark is a member of the In-*national City Management
Migutdation,.-Ohlo City Managers Association, Dayton Area
Managers Association, and the
American Society of Public
deadline.
In an effort to coordinate present midnight
changing the Administrators. He attends the
Hunter said
works by having
city public
Baptist Church.
First
would not
only one director, the South ordinance probably
Miamisburg, a city of 15,many new customers
Fulton City Comrnissioncreat- bring
.We just 262 population, is a suburb
ed the position of Public Works into South Fulton.
we've of Dayton. Stark has held the
Director at the Tuesday night want to keep the ones
that assistant city manager posiexplaining
said,
he
got,"
meeting.
commission
area residents go to tion there since 1969.
Acting on city manager Mike many
His wife, Carolyn, is a naBlake's recommendation, the Union City or other places tive of Newbern and was gradone
commission appointed Bill where beer sales until
uated from Union University.
Walker, water superintendent, a. m. are permitted.
M. Mat- They have no children.
M.
r
Commissione
effective
director,
new
as the
of
Wednesday. In his new posi- lock, who preside'd in place
ARIZONA HOLIDAY
Dan Crocker, asked
Walker receives a pay Mayor
tion
Rosemary Rice, daughter of
week. city attorney Hal Warren to
raise of $12.50 per
Fulton City Clerk Barbara
Walker, who has been with check on the legality of changalso Rice, leaves Sunday, June 13
the South Fulton city govern- ing the ordinance. He
pubfor
Phoenix, where she will
Mansfield,
ment for two years, was pre- asked Elmer
survey spend several weeks with her
viously public works director lic safety director, to
beer father, Glynn B. Rice.
of Hutchinson, Texas. He re- other local places where
owners if
cently finished a seminar in is sold and ask the
amendment.
personnel management at the they favor the
ROTC AWARD
Commissioner Jim Owens,
University of Tennessee.
Charles Holt, tJTM junior,
Fulton KiSouth
of
president
Ray Hunter, owner of Ray's
the was recently presented the
Sandwich Shop, appeared inthe wants Club, volunteered
to build pic- Army ROTC Veterans of
time allotted for citizens' club's services
grills,
barbecue
Foreign Wars Award during
grievances and asked the com- nic tables and
shrubs, and Martin's ROTC Honors Day.
mission to consider amending plant trees and
to
projects
other
out
carry
is the son of Rev strict
Holt
beer
the ordinance to permit
Blake ac- Mrs. James E. Holt of Fulton.
sales until one a. m. Fridays help the city park.
offer.
and Saturdays, instead of the cepted Owens'

LIVING fN PANAMA
Mrs. Pat Medlin ties joined
her husband. Airmen
James MettEn. in Panama,
'ken be is stationed. Mrs.
Media had been living with
parents, Mr. end Mrs. John
Adams.
MRS. FORRESTER WINS
Mrs. Micky Forrester rode
Sun-Up Seven Come Eleven to
first Mace June 5 ln the Mn.Clam of the Princeton
Wending Boras Show. Her husband Robbed fourth on Black
Knight in the junior cam

Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky

pie branch of the Union City
Bank in South Fulton, and that
later, as the facility grows,
it may grow to a semi-autonomous institution, with its own
Board.
When queried as to why he
felt that South Fulton needed
its own bank when it is already
served by two progressive
banks that just
community
happen to be located on the Kenside of the twin comtucky
munities, Cavin said that "we
feel that South Fulton is a sepsubdivision,
political
arate
and that the South Fulton people want to patronize a Tennessee bank. That's the reason
we plan to put one there, to
serve them."
Cavin told The News that further announcements regarding
the bank will await the deciin 1954.
sion of the FDIC. The Teninitial nessee Banking Commission
stated that
Cavin
plans, if approved, will call has given its approval this
for the establishment of a aim- week.

The Farmers Exchange Bank of Union City
has begun steps toward establishment of a branch
of its bank in South Fulton, The News learned
this week.
E. G."Moe" Cavin, President of the Farmers
Exchange Bank in Union City, confirmed to The
News that his bank has an application for a
branch in South Fulton pending with the Tennessee Banking Commission and the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, both of which must give
their approval before any such branch may be established. Cavin told The News that the application was submitted back in the Spring of this
year, and that both agencies are presently conducting their internal examination of the bank
before making their recommendations.

I see this week that the famous old landmark, the Edgewater Gulf hotel down on the
Mississippi gulf coast, is closed and is going
to be torn down to make room for a shopping
center in the area. The huge white building
with the stacked tower on top has been a
part of the atmosphere of the area ever since
I can remember, and the coast is losing a real
bit of its old flavor.
At thexate we build up and tear down in
this country, the only landmark that we can
be, pretty well assured of retaining, 100
years from now, is the Mississippi river. All
else may be usurped for freeways and shopping centers.

Nan Coble at Fulton, the
dinglitir of Mrs. lUmns McOrealk WS been elected WeHein ad Plit Bela UNMAN
liegInew fralentity at Murray
Nide University forthe 157172 echooi year.

lOr

Open Branch In South Fulton

And across the highway, I am told that
the Willow Plunge pool is in the black doing
a good business and everybody is happy.

WIUCINS RETIRES
Graham Willcins, eon of Mrs.
Lucian Wiliam, has retired es
Graves County 441 extension
wet. a position be held for
17 years.

111WENNEWS_ ti et. .,
—
Union City lank Seeks To
user—

(By P. W.)

1:28 am

THREE SECTIONS
Twenty-Six Pages

James H. (Jim) Stark, presently serving as
assistant city manager of Miamisburg, Ohio, has
accepted the position of South Fulton's city manager. Contacted by telephone after the South Fulton City Commission meeting Tuesday night,
Stark told present City Manager Mike Blake that
he expects to be here July 1, and sooner if possible.

t

South Fulton Creates Office
Of.Pubiic Works Director

More Homes
Now Getting
Water Lines
Some 300 homes in eastern
southern
Fulton County and
Hickman County ended their
dependence on well water Monday, June 7 when they began
piped water from
receiving
the Southwest Kentucky Water
District.
valve-turning cereThe
behind the Holiday Inn
mony
was witnessed by Charles(Jack)
Austin, water district president, Dewey Johnson, secretary, directors Arlie Batts,
David Dean, and Elmer Hisson, John Bondurant, Water
District attorney, Pat Rickard,
Health Department Sanitarian;
Green, representing
Roland
Jim Hufft Engineers, Grady
Gentry, representing the Genson, Inc. contractors, and John
West of the Hickman-Fulton
Counties RECC.
The water project, =begun in
April 1962, was completed at
a cost of $655,000. The RECC
will collect the bills.
TURNING THE VALVE to send water to more than 300 homes
Health
The Fulton County
has completed a
In Fulton and Hickman Counties Sr. Southwest Kentucky Water Department
series of tests to insure that
District secretary Dewey Johnson (left) and president Jack AVS- the water is free from sewtin.
age pollution, Rickard said.

Chamber Directors Approve
Tax To Build Trade School
The directors of the Fulton-South Fulton
Chamber of Commerce went on record Tuesday
as approving a 3 percent utility tax to pay for
construction of the proposed Fulton County Vocational School.
The vote came after Harold
Garrison, county school superintendent, addressed the directors to explain the county's
efforts to win approval for a
vocational school, and the need
for funds to build it.

Mrs. Lorene Harding commented, "I don't want to pay
more taxes any more than you
do. But this is something we
need, it's long overdue, and
we'll Just have to pay for it."
Garrison explained that by

Burial Mounds Hold Remains Of Unknown Civilization
by Lois Campbell
State News Bureau
Evidence of burial above the
ground in earthen mounds is
Kentucky.
seen in
seldom
There's the mound at ZolliCounty
Pulaski
in
Park
coffer
where some 100 unknown Confederate troops were buried
by Union soldiers after a Civil
War battle. Occasionally, one
mound in a country
spots a
cemetery, and evidence of at
least one mound burial has been
found on a Mercer County farm.
Generally, in such cases,
however, there is a simpleexplanation for the mound's presence — be it for convenience's
sake or an idiosyncrasy on the
part of some family member.
Certainly the most unusual,
the most revealing and yet the
most puzzling of all mounds in
Kentucky are those of the Anc lent Buried City near Wickliffe, Ky.
Here, an a lofty bluff above
the junction of the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers, an unknown
and forgotten people erected
monuments to earth.
their
Many of these mounds are
still Intact but others have been
opened revealing the remains of
a race of prehistoric people
who walked 1n western Kentucky
some 1,000 years ago.
The excavated mounds have
been Wooed with such carelhat
all remains are in their original
positions. The Burial Mound,
now sheltered by a modern
building, contains 153 skate-

tons. It is believed that the
burials were upon, rather than
within, the soft alluvial soil.
Charcoal found here indicates
that fire was used in some
manner in connection with the
burials.
three distinct
There are
types of burials: some bodies
extended, some
were fully
were in bundles and some were
cremated. Many articles of pottery, tools, bone implements
and jewelry found beside the
bodies indicate that the race
who lived here had reached
a high degree of culture.
The Council Mound has three
fire pits and post moulds suggestive of platforms for a
Priest and his audience. Nearby is the outline of a building
surrounded by a drainage ditch.
Seven pieces of pottery were
found here during excavation,
all graduated in size.
Of the uncovered mounds
the Temple Mound is the largest. Three rectangular clay
altars are found here carrying
out the Trinity idea that is
seen in both the Burial and
Council House Mounds.In front
of the altars are post molds
indicating a prayer rail where
the suppliants knelt in devotion to their gods.
Another mooed has also been
excavated. Obviously this was
the children's monad,for many
smaller skeletons have been em covered. On.infant had a string
of shell beads around its neck
and near the hand of another
lay a tiny, beautifully carved
white bone doll.

law, the county board of education can ask the fiscal court
to impose the utility tax. But
first, the Fulton City Board of
Education must formally ask
the county board to petition for
the tax.
The State Board of Education has approved plans for a
vocational school to be built
for approximately $580,000.
Half of the construction costs,
other costs except
plus all
maintenance, will be paid by
the federal government through
EDA, or by the joint statefederal Trust and Agency
Funds.
The other costs must be met
by the Board of Education, which
according to Garrison, has decided that the utility tax is the
fairest method. The board already owns 40 acres of land
next to Fulton County High
School, where the new facility
will be built.
The tax would be three per
cent of gross receipts on gas,
telephone, water, and electricity. Sewers and bottled
gas would not be affected_
High school students and
adults from Fulton and Hick-

This mound is rectangular
in shape and its greatest height
is six feet. It measures about
105 by 55 feet. It was built
over many building sites as it
Is indicated by different outlines. Five fire pits were found
in this mound.
Many unusual articles have
been uncovered, including a turkey bone caller with an antler
tip which produces modulated
blown. Perhaps
tones when
this was a musical instrument
as all races are said to have
had music of some kind.
Who were these people that
roamed within the present boundaries of our state so long
ago?
Since so many items foreign
to this area are evidenced, it
seems reasonable to assume
that this was the center ofsome
Sealed bids are being acceptestablished trade route. History
ed by the Kentucky Departtells us that an extensive inment of Highways for surfacing
ter-tribal traffic in merchanthree roads in Fulton County
dise existed even at this early
and two In Hickman County.
date.
The projects are as follows:
Mica from the Carolinas;
Jewelry, cannel coal and copper
Fulton County The Conner
from the borders of Lake SuRoad from Ky. 924 extending
Pallor; sea shells from the
northerly, one quarter mile,the
Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic
Jefferies Road from Ky. 924
coast, and hematite and quartz
to Clinton-Moscow Road, 7.8
from distant mines have been
tenths of a mile, and The Madfound. Many of the excavated
dox Road from Ky. 1129 to Ky.
pottery pieces and copper orna1128, half a mile.
ments are Mexican in design.
Hickman County Wiley Street
Charred remains of Indian TliE ADULT BURIAL MOUND (obey') at Ancient buried City
in Moscow to the Deweese Road,
corn, the remnants of timber
mounds Of, OM bleed* extending northerly and westused in house construction, and contains 153 uncovered *Widens. Some
one
'the
still existing fireplaces while others at the Wickliffe site have been opened with ouch erly to the Deweese Road,
and fragments of wooden fur- great care that all remains are hi Emir original position. Site is quarter-mile; Desreese Road
from Ky. 239 northwesterly,
7/10 mile.
located 45 miles north of Fulton en US 51.
(Continued on page 6)

Bids Sought
To Improve
Local Roads

lEIDITCIRIAILS
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Will it come to pass, again
and again, as this week, that great
masses of population will be effectively strangled in their homes,
or in their offices, or caught between the two by cunning and unchecked paralysis?
It is something absolutely incredible to contemplate. But, on
the other hand, so was the recent
occupation of some of the offices
of our college presidents So was
the occupation of whole sections

A New Bank For South Fulton Can Add
More Collective Vigor To Both Communities
Earlier this week we heard
that the Farmers Exchange Bank
in Union City was seeking to get
approval to establish a branch of
their bank in South Fulton. We
drove to Union City, talked to
President "Moe" Cavin and found
that the rumor was true .. . the
appl catigq_ was subpited _earlier
this spring, and joint okays froin
both the FDIC and the Tennessee
Banking Commission were expected soon.
"Soon" came sooner than we
expected. TBC came after we had
written one story and were about
to go to press. We managed to
make last-minute changes, as you
note on the front page of this issue.
The news of the new bank
will be greeted with some mixed
emotions in the community, we
are sure. On one hand, there will
be many in South Fulton who are
cheering at the news that their
community may now have its own
banking facilities. It's a step forward; it's a feeling of greater community strength, of added community importance, of broader
community business service. It's
a new "neighbor" in a neighborhood that ends at the Kentucky
border. Why it does, we have been
. wondering for 20 years, but in
many respects, it does. Many
things contribute to the feeling,
most of them to be blamed on Kentuckians.
On the other hand, here in
Kentucky we have two good
banks. They are strong, they are
progressive, they are growing, and
they are seeking to serve the entire community. There will be
• many in Fulton who will wonder
• why another bank should be coming to the Twin Cities, and what it
can offer that the present two
• banks cannot. Its principal asset,
• as President Moe Cavin pointed
. out, is that it will offer Tennessee
banking for Tennesseeans, and he
Veiled en* et Kentucky's "Den AR Arouse
, Weekly Papers.
Siscendclaes pests,* paid at Pullen, Ky.
fan
Address all mail (subeerlpthins, change et
address. Penns WM)te Pest Office Rex SW
" _Felten, Kentucky
Subscription Itaess: W.SI per year In PA.%
Itklunan, Mores Counties, Ky., and Men
and Weaklier Coolies, Tenn. ithewlasee
Akrougheut the United States KW per year.
—iirsacribers inuW add 3% kiss
Inhocky
Tax.
Wsecesser et various wesidy papers hi NAM
die Bret
which was founded in Wit
Published Fifty Thursdays et The Year at
SW Commercial Ave. Putters, Ky. WOW

is counting on that fact developing
a good business.
It doesn't come before any of
us, of course, to pass on whether
the community needs another
bank. We still live in a free country and as long as the financial
regulatory agencies okay the exPatision, frig A., neell,is felt lair it,
the path is open.
There is one point, though,
that we would like to throw out to
Tennesseeans and Kentuckians
alike, for their consideration. For
our own mutual benefit and wellbeing, we need to pull together as
a unified GREATER community
in this and the years ahead. Whatever facilities there may be on
either side of the line, and whatever growth takes place on either
side of the line, the competition
and jealousies will be no different
than in any other community our
overall size. So when it comes to
putting our collective shoulders to
the wheel for some common goal,
let us forget the State Line and
work together.
Working together begins in
our municipal offices, schools,
utilities and general retail services. We can use each other's
help. We know for a fact that the
feeling of "separation" has been
fanned in many ways through the
years and it should not have been.
If the establishment of a new bank
in South Fulton tends to widen
this "apart" thinking, it will be a
shame. If it tends to wake up a few
sleepers to the fact that the time
has arrived to respect each other's
thinking and to work together,
fairly and equally, it will be a
good, wholesome step forward. It
will give us new strength.
One thing is for sure: we are
not going to be standing still.
BIBLE DIGEST
H. B. Dean
"... be thou faithful untq
death and I will give thee a crown

of life." Revelation 2:10
Be a career Christian.
"And all the tithe of the land,
whether of the seed of the land, or
of the fruit of the tree, is the
Lord's: it is holy unto the Lord."
Leviticus 27:30
Every church ought to be supported by every member giving a
minimum of the tithe of their income. "Ye have robbed me in
tithes and in offerings." "The
Lord loveth a cheerful giver.'

Today's Subject: What Parents Can Do
About Drug Misuse

They told me that Life could be just what I made
it—
Life could be fashioned and worn like a

of our large cities.
Here in the Purchase, we
could be very effectively cut off
from the North by the simple technique of damaging our highway
bridges at Cairo, Paducah and
Henderson. Just three bridges and
we are marooned. Then a wellplaced explosive in the giant generators at Kentucky Dam and
we're out of electricity, which
means we're out of water and
nearly everything else.
Has the strong-arm bargainer,
the cunning protester, become so
powerful and so tolerated that we
live in fear of his next act? Admittedly, life in some of our cities is
taking this route, but we can hardly believe that the population of
the hinterlands will anytime soon
sink to such a level. Whatever the
"grass roots" (as they are sneeringly labeled by some urban
sources) may be, they are certainly not sheep in a pasture, ready to
be driven at an instant whim.
It's good to be a part of the
"grass roots" area. The feeling of
satisfaction grows more with us
every year.

Know the Drug Threat

LIFE

Is Toleration Of The "Rights" Of Dissenters
Breeding An Era Of "Paralysis At Will"?
This week, striking employees
in New York opened twenty seven
draw bridges leading into the city
and effectively paralyzed movement in and out of the gigantic
metropolis.
It was reported that, had not
their drawbridge maneuver succeeded in paralyzing the city, they
planned to shut off the water.
What, on earth, has our "tolerance" of the "rights" of dissenters
spawned? Are our cities destined
to become gigantic, ruthless, dogeat-dog wastelands where brute
power is destined to rule masses of
cowed sheep in the awesome concrete wastelands that are called
skyscrapers and super highways?

Parents ....

IVOET'S CORNER

I, the designer; mine the decision
Whether to wear it with bonnet or crown.
And so I selected the prettiest pattern—
Life should be made of the rosiest hue—
Something unique, and a bit out of fashion,
One that perhaps would be chosen by few.
But other folks came and they leaned o'er my
shoulder;
Somebody questioned the ultimate cost;
Somebody tangled the thread I was using;
One day I found that my scissors were lost.
And somebody claimed the material faded;
Somebody said I'd be tired ere 'twas worn;
Somebody's fingers, too pointed and spiteful,
Snatched at the cloth, and I saw it was torn,
Oh!somebody tried to do all the sewing,
Wanting always to advise or condone.
Here is my life, the product of many;
Where is that gown I could fashion-alone?
Nan Terrell Reed
day, on a training walk, a young
lion stalked and killed a fine
gazelle. Instead of opening and
eating It, the lion brought it
instantly to Virginia and laid
it at her feet. This act of trust
epitomizes the whole relationship between man and lion porBY LUCY DANIEL
trayed in this charming and
perceptive book—a relationship
HOW TO MAKE GOODHOME trained, played, acted, and ate which could only have been
MOVIES by the editors of the with the pride of lionscollect- achieved through outstanding
Eastman Kodak Company. Your ed in Kenya for the making of courage.
COMPLETE NURSERY SONG
movies can be exceptional. In the film Born Free. As prinfact, almost every ordinary, c ipal stars they had to re-create BOOK by Inez Bertail. This is
mediocre home movie might the story of Joy and George the most complete book of nurshave been a really good one. Adamson, who had raised the ery songs ever published in
What most of them lack is the lioness Elsa from a cub and this country. All the old favorapplication of a surprisingly successfully trained her for re- ites are here — those wonderful
small, surprisingly simple turn to the wild. Circus lions songs that all of us loved and
handful of movie-making loin- were not suitable for the role, most of us have forgotten. And
ciples that, on reflection, seem and so Bill and Virginia began, there are many good sweet
only common sense. HOW TO from scratch, to train wild songs only a few know, that
MAKE GOOD HOME MOVIES lions for all the scenes that will be new to most of us. There
is divided into two parts. The were required. domestic, hunt- are 160 songs in all, with acso
first presents the information ing, fighting, swimming, and companiments arranged
a beginner needs most, the killing. Somehow Bill managed simply that almost anyone can
elementary mechanics of set- to carry and use a camera, play them. Mothers with no
tins a movie camera and of using while Virginia recorded the technical knowledge of music,
it successfully inthe least com- events of the day andtheir re- and children just beginning their
plicated way. There are no actions to them in a diary. musical educations will find
puzzling technicalities to wade The book reflects many moods: them easy to master. Every
belunUeLby,Walt
through. The second part pro- tension, comedy, excitement, page is ma
.
and MIAOW. Is an Kelly's de
vides detailed dataon expoeure ',affeetiOtt,
discusses telephoto and wide- Outburst of playfulness 90.0of trations.
ELL71;y7:1:Vuas-n
HELEN
angle lenses, explores editing the lions knocked *Virginia
and titling, covers unusual down and broke her leg, while Wyck Brooks. An illuminating
subjects and special techniques, another dislocated Bill's shoul- portrait of the deaf-blind womand introduces many other fas- der. Games with footballs and an whose triumph over her
cinating aspects of home balloons were therefore devised disabilities has made her life
movies. For the experienced to work off the lions' excess an inspiration tothe entire
moviemaker, It offers valuable energy; Just how powerful they world for three-quarters of a
ideas and information trimmed were Can be seen from the century. It is not so much a biogof the beginner-level basics photographs of a fight between raphy (though the main inciElsa and another lioness, they dents of her life are here) as
he's already mastered.
ON PLAYING WITH LIONS are perhaps the only ones which an appreciation of the mental
by Virginia McKenna and Bill have ever been taken of a gen- and spiritual qualities of Helen
Travers. This book is a re- uine lion fight. But the moment Keller which Van Wyck Brooks
markable record of an extra- which most Impressed the discovered through 20 years
ordinary experience. Every Traverses, and has amazed of personal friendship and a
day for a year Bill Travers and experienced naturalists, came close study of her life and writhis wife, Virginia McKenna, at the end of the year. One ings.

FULTON'S

Itilrrstry Corr

FROM THE FILES._

Turning Back The Clock
TWENTY YEARS AGO
JUNE 8, 1971

Jack Dill, has been employed by the KenTenn Broadcasting Company to be Program Director and Station Manager of Fulton's new radio
station, WFUL. Dill, who was formerly employed
at WENK in Union City and more recently with
the radio station in Corinth, Miss., arrived in Fulton the first of this week to begin his duties.
The present members of the Fulton City
Council will be candidates for reelection in the
August primary. The six councilmen filed with
Deputy County Court Clerk Miss Barbara Roberts Wednesday morning.
Up for reelection will be Charles Robert
Bennett, James Meacham, Raymond Williams,
Al T. Owens, A. B.(Pete) Roberts, and Stanley
Jones.
The three-week severe drouth has cost Fulton County farmers more than a half-million dollars in loss and damage to crops, estimated John
Watts, County Agent,this week.
Paul Westpheling, publisher of the Fulton
County News, will leave next Wednesday for Detroit, where he will join a group of 26 editors
from as many states to make a goodwill tour of
the Canadian provinces as a guest of the Canadian government. The all-expense paid trip will
be for two weeks.
Wendell Norman, outstanding 1951 graduate
of Fulton High School and son of Mrs. H. C.
Hooker, has received the "Young Kentuckian
Award" from Governor Lawrence W. Wetherby.
Young Norman received the award for exhibiting outstanding character and service to his
community during the year "by contributing unselfishly of his time and effort to the betterment
of his home, school, church and community."

Except for speeding in a motor vehicle on the highways,
commonly conunitted
Marijuana smoking is likely the most
crime in the nation. Americans who have experimented with
20
Marijuana smoking at least once may number as many as
million persons. It is estimated by the Pentagon in Washington
have
that perhaps as much as 30% of our troops in Vietnam
tried "pot," but most people making the estimates seem to
surveys have
agree that this is a conservative guess. Where
been taken in larger universities the extent of Marijuana users
rising.
tops 50% of the undergraduates and the figure is
You'll hear the argument, coming most often from very
harmless, has no longyoung users of Marijuana, that it is
lasting effects, and it is not "habit forming." In one recent
found that 49% bad
survey of 200 Marijuana smokers, it was
already experimented with LSD, 43% had tried Amphetamines
all of them, two.
and 24% some form of the Barbiturates. In
the research now
thirds had used other illegal drugs! If, in
underway, Marijuana is proved physically and at the same
it obvious that
time medically safe (which is unlikely), isn't
there still is a definite guilt by association? It seems to form
remains ONLY a
a pattern that the Marijuana user seldom
user of this drug.
Specialists concerned with drug misuse offer these constructive suggestions to parents in dealing with their children:
makes bet.
1. Keep your cool—a level head thinks logically,
ter decisions and generally acts more wisely.
2 Listen to what young people are really trying to tell you
Drugs are not the cause of drug use — at least not initially — there are hundreds of reasons why a child experiments with drugs. Find those potential reasons in
your home - family relationships. Correct what might
become a dangerous condition BEFORE it can cause
serious trouble.
make certain you
3. Get the facts concerning drugs and
expose your youngsters to this data in an atmosphere
of sharing.
4. When setting discipline be very fair . . . but at the same
time be very FIRM.
utmost
5. All experts in the field agree on this one being of
Importance: SET GOOD PARENTAL EXAMPLES! A
parent who in effect says, "Do as I say, not as I do,"
stands little chance of influencing his children for true
good.
While many people stand doing little more than hand.
wringing, more and more parental groups across the country
are setting up drug study meetings which show films on the
subject. If your club or organization is interested In having such
meetings, here are some suggested Sims to obtain:
other
"THE MIND BENDERS"-25 min. Subject, LSD and
hallucinogens. Write: National Medical Audiovisual Center
(Annex), Chamblee, Ga., 30005.
"FDA SPECIAL REPORT"-20 min. Subject, Drug Abuse-Bennies and Goofballs. Write same source as for "THE MIND
BENDERS."
"FIGHT OR FLIGHT"-16 min. Available for purchase
Interonly, 16num, sound and color. Write Mr. Quinn Tamm,
national Association of Chiefs of Police, 1319 18th St., N.E.,
Washington, D.C., 20036.
"LSD-25"-26 min., on LSD and hallucinogenic drugs in
general. Write: Professional Arts, Inc., P.O. Box 8484, Universal
City, Calif., 91608.
"DRUGS AND THE NERVOUS SYSTEM"-18 min., on how
drugs affect many different parts of the body by their influence
662 N
on the central, nervous system, Write: Churchill Films,
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif., 90069.
"HIDE AND SEEK"-14 min., actual experiences of a teenager caught by the narcotic habit. Write: Center For Mass
Communications, Columbia University Press, 1125 Amsterdam
Ave., New York, N.Y., 10025.
It goes without saying that the more complete and basically
factual information parents have concerning drugs, the more
effective they can be in dealing with drug temptations, difficulties and discussions. Children and young people in general
must know more than just one side of the story, since most of
their information comes from others who favor drug experimentation, usually those in their own age group.
This COWITI12 is provided as a public service by Jos Johnson.
Fulton County Attorney.

Fulton Countians receiving bachelors degrees from the University of Kentucky were
Jack Snow,Cecil Burnette,Harold Mullins, Lynn
Browder, William Byrd, Jerry Jones, and Betty
Davis, all of Fulton; and Charles McMurray,
Cayce.

FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
JUNE 11, 1926
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PROSE BOWL: Eskimo art
leaves me cold. . . . The neighborhood heating and ventilating
An all-year road from Fulton to Dukedom man calls himself a draft counHarry C. BMW.
:..
was practically assured this week as the Fulton sellor.
Chamber of Commerce took steps to maintain the
section from Boaz Chapel east, which has caused
THE FUNNY PAPERS
The wrecking was delayed by
so much trouble to traffic in past years. Amos
complaints that the crews were
Colley, P. T. Jones, and Enoch Browder were ap- polluting the area with dust,
pointed a committee to. get this section graded labor strikes and souvenir hunters.
—Chicago Daily News.
and dragged.
The Court Monday generally
right
Fulton Elks Lodge entertained 125 at a ban- upheld the 1970 voting
law, but said the provision alquet last Thursday in the Usona Hotel. Music lowing 8-year-olds to vote apwas furnished by the Lodge orchestra; Hon. He- plied only to federal elections.
Angeles Thos.
...
— Los
ber Finch served as toastmaster along with
Exalted Ruler Roy Pickering. Talks were made
Vancouver, B.C.-(AP)- The
by past Exalted Rulers Ed Hannephin, Carl
Transport has
Croft, Eugene DeMyer, Rupert Stilley and Ed Department of
ruled that fog dispersal aircraft
Paschall. The lodge membership now stands at at Vancouver International Airport cannot take off until visi225.
bility
up to the point
where airline jets can take off.
— Seattle Times.
So there it is, folks! says the
Mr. Harry Moss Latta and Miss Lola Marian
Chappell were married Sunday in Union City at New Ycolerkaersr.
•• •
the residence of Rev. W. B. Cunningham. He
holds a responsible position with the Farmers
EAGER BEAVER: We were
Bank in Fulton.
having a great bridge party down
our way the other night, but the
town cop looked under the
The Cumberland Telephone Company
will bridge! ...if Chappaquidick is
be incorporated into the Southern Bell
Tele- the reason Sen. Ted Kennedy
phone Company on July 1st under the name
of was defeated for Senate whip,
why did the Democrats put him
the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Com- on their
steering committee?
pany, which operates in nine Southern states.
—Wilfred Seaver.
• ••
The Chestnut Glade correspondent
reported
GENE GEMS: You can live
this week that after a Saturday dinner of
new with your enemies; they lave
cabbage and gooseberry pie she suffered an at- you alone.
It's your friends who
tack of acute indigestion which caused her to
pester you to death ... Confusion
miss say:
who buys airplane on
an evening meeting, Sunday church and
Sunday creditMan
deals with flynance comsinging.
pany- — — Gene Gasiorowskl.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Miss Weaks Completes Plans
For Her Wedding Saturday

highways,
committed
sited with
uany as 20

Miss Carmen Parks Weeks
and Lt. (Jg) Leland Thompson
Moore will exchange wedding
vows at 7:90 Saturday evening,
First United
June 12, at
Methodist Church.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lexie Parks Weeks
of Fulton. He is the son of
Captain (U. S. Navy, Ret.) and
Mrs. Parkmsin Blake Moore of
Mobile, Alabama, and Trimble,
Tennessee.

rashington
nem have
seen to
"'ors have
ana users
ing.
from very
I no longs* recent
149% had
betamines
hem, twoearch now
the same
vious that
us to form
ONLY a

The Rev. James R. Wilkinson, vicar of Trinity Episcopal
Church, will officiate.
The bride will be given in
marriage by her father. Miss
Nancy Luther of Mayfield will
bathe organist.
Miss Mariana Weaks will be
her sister's maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Miss Caroline Weaks,sister ofthe bride,
and Miss Dee Fields of Fultca;

these con' children:
mikes bet-

Mrs. Thomas Hoffman of Russellville, Alabama, Miss Lisa
Nathan of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and Miss Hazel Reeves
of Huntsville, Alabama.
John Dicken, Jr. of Lexington and Franklin Botts of Union
City, cousins of the bride, will
be the acolytes.
Robert Carlin of Dyersburg
will be the best man. Groomsmen will be Blake Moore, Jr.
of Mobile, brother of the groom,
James S Wilkes, Jr. of Dyersthe
burg, brother-in-law of
groom; Mel Haas of Mobile,
Seattle,
of
Lt. W. L. Wittmer
Lt. Walter Edgar of Mobile,
cousin of the groom, and William Eargle of Atlanta.
Fulton Country Club will be
the setting for the reception.
The couple will take a Western
wedding trip and will live in
Seattle, where the groom is
in nuclear submarine service,
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Cathy McKinney of South
Fulton, treasurer of the Tennessee Association of Future
Homemakers of America, spent
Monday and Tuesday,June 7 and
8, in Nashville at the FHA state
executive council meeting.
The delegates reviewed 1971
FHA meeting plans, outlined
1971-72 programs of work,
and planned leadership sess ion s to be held at Camp
Clements later in the summer.
The state officers were
luncheon guests of the Faculty
Club at Vanderbilt University
on Monday.

Miss Ellen Hagler

Miss Ellen Hagler Announces
Engagement To Charles Rice
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Hagler, 1300 W. Tennessee Street, Midland, Texas, announce the engagement of their daughter, Ellen Elizabeth, to
Charles A. Rice, Jr., son of Mrs. Charles A. Rice
of Fulton and the late Mr. Rice.
The wedding date is set for
July 24, 4 p. m., at the First
Baptist Church of Midland.
The bride-elect is a candidate for a degree this summer
from Hardin-Simmons University, Abilene, Texas, where she
is president of Beta Gamma
Epsilon and president of the
Interorganizational Council.
Mr. Rice graduated from

Fulton High School and received
a B. S. degree from Murray
State University, where he was
a member and officer of Pt
Kappa Alpha social fraternity.
He is presently serving in
the U, S. Air Force at Dyess
Air Force Base in Abilene.
plans to enter Southern
He
College of Optometry, Memphis, in September.

Miss Whitlock, Mr. Moss
Announce Wedding Plans
Miss Paula Kay Whitlock will
be married Saturday evening,
June 19, to Phillip Lee Moss
In South Fulton Baptist Church.
Miss Whitlock is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gardner
Whitlock of South Fulton. Her
fiance is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. Q. Moss, also of South
Fulton.
The Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor
of the church, will officiate at
the double ring ceremony. Miss
Joy Jobe, organist, will preprogram of nuptial
sent a
music, with Mr.and Mrs. Buddy
Roberts of Union City as vocalists.
Mrs. Leslie Whitlock will be
the matron of honor, with Miss
Kathy Whitlock, sister of the
bride, and Miss June Vetter as
bridesmaids.

Robert Moss will be his
brother's best man. Ushers
will be Danny Thorpe of South
Fulton and James Terrell of
Louisiana. Groomsmen will be
James Ray of South Fulton
and James Schoffstall of Norfolk, Virginia.
Mrs. Robert Moss will preside at the guest book at the
wedding and reception.
Assisting in serving at the
reception will be Mrs. Clyde
Fields of South Fulton, Mrs.
James Terrell, Miss Lauren
Hill of Holly Springs, Mississippi, Miss Margaret Rush
of Memphis, and Miss Nancy
Massey of Jackson.
Formal invitations will be
sent only to out-of-town guests.
All friends and relatives are
invited.

11.1.1111
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Mrs. Onie Parker of Mayfield
has announced the marriage
of her daughter, Miss Jean
Parker, to David Clark, son Of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Clark of
Fulton Route 2
The wedding was solemnized
at 2 p. m. Saturday, June 5 at
the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church by the Rev. W. W. Kitter man.
Miss Judy Parker was her
twin sister's maid of honor.
The best man was Bob Kimbro of Clinton, the
bridegroom's college roommate.
recently
Mrs. Clark was
graduated from Murray State
University and will teach in
the Obion County school system in the fall. Mr. Clark
will continue his studies at
Murray, where he expects to
receive a B. S. degree.
wedding trip
Following a
through the Smoky Mountains,
Mr. and Mrs. Clark will be at
home on Route 2, Fulton.

FHA Officer
Attends State
Council Meet

wtain you
trnosphere
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Jean Parker,
David Clark
Are Married

B&PW Hears Leichhardt Tell
Of Progress Against Arthritis
The Business and Professional Women's Club met Tuesday night, June 1 at the Holiday
Inn. Attending were 31 members and three visitors.
Hal Letchhardt, field representative of the Kentucky Chapter of the Arthritis Foundation, presented the program.
He showed a film and spoke
about the progress in finding
a cure for arthritis.
Mrs. Zusuieta Phelps gave the
invocation to begin the evening,
and reports were given by Mrs.
Nancy Wilson, treasurer, and
Miss Mary Moss Hales, corresponding secretary.
State convention delegates
Mrs. Ramelle Pigue, Mrs.
Jetta Speight, and Miss Anna
Lou Caldwell reported on the
convention. They also presented the five awards, four state
and one national, which the
Fulton-South Fulton Club won
at the convention.
President Jetta Speight annoimced the following chairmen
for the coming year. Mrs.DotMorgan, program; Mrs.
lie
Zuaneta Phelps, membership;
Mrs. Ahda McCoy, civic participation, Mrs. Helen Allen,
development; Mrs.
personal
Mildred Anderson, world afAdams,
Mrs. Hilda
fairs;
finance, Miss Anna Lou CaldRamelle
Mrs.
well, legislation;
Pigue, public relations, Mrs.
Agnes Turner and Mrs. Albert
Carver, radio emblem; Mrs.
Moselle Green, scrapbook;

Mrs. Stella Jones, sunshine;
and Mrs. Ailene Howard, telephone.
Hostesses were Mrs. Moselle
Green, Mrs. Bessie Green and
Mrs. Jo Westphellng.

Dear Ann Landers: I Just
caught up with your answer
to "Masquerade," the homowho married first a
sexual
lesbian, then a heterosexual
woman. You said, "A woman
who marries a homosexual is
getting what she wants —which
is mostly to be left alone."
You are wrong. Such a woman tea "vamp" in the old Theda
Bars sense. The homosexual
male is the ultimate challenge
to her prowess as a female.
She may appear passive and
low-key, but it is only a pose.
She is hard at work trying to
break down his resistance and
prove herself a superwoman.
If "Masquerade" and others
like him are sutaciently bisexual, the vamp will succeed.
He then becomes the bridegroom of the widow spider. If
he is not sufficiently bisexual,
he will escape. I know because
I — Did It
Dear Did: Thanksfor a firsthand report. I can tell you,
than
For diet-watchers: serve
however, from other firsthand
a dessert of baked custard meal reports, that there are a vaof reasons why women
riety
with skim milk; garnish whil
marry homosexuals — for exflash fruit.

Fifth Birthday
Is Celebrated
Holland
Griffin
Marston
celebrated his fifth birthday
recently at a party given by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Marston
Holland of Route 4, Fulton.
'Young guests were served cold
drinks, ice cream and birthday
cake.
Attending were Johnny and

Mrs. Wayne Wiliam Lallans

Reams-Lohaus Vows Solemnized
At Fulton's Methodist Church

line. A pleated ruffle outlinscalloped yoke was
ing the
further enhanced with a pink
and green motif. The long
skirt was a delicate shade of
pink crepe, belted with avocado
ribbon. Her accesvelvet
harmonized and her
sories
corsage was of cymbidium orchids.
Mr. and Mrs. Alpha Cunningham, Sr. of
matching velvet
The bride's maternal grandIn the sanctuary, myriads of waist with
Dukedom, Tennessee announce the engagement
e
r
d
o
en
xtw
ey
he
s
r
Mrs. Walter Smith
eT
.
e
nm
a
i
l
re
m
mother,
t
s
he
the
,the
ribbon,
in
burned
tall white tapers
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Atkins, wore an original I.
branched candelabra, entwined
with greenery, and outlined a velvet headbands and carried Doctor tunic dress of frosted
Vivian Ann, to Michael Ray Cherry, son of Mr.
of steel
knit,
grey and white
massive arrangement of green- old-fashioned bouquets
Fulton.
South
of
and Mrs. Raymond Cherry
matching grey acces'with
ery in the choir loft. This serv- daisies and yellow roses.
Mr. Dennis Lohaus attended sories. Her corsage was a
ed as an effective background
Miss Cunningham is a 1971 Wing°, Kentucky, and the late
Dresden High John Cherry.
for the altar vases with ar- his brother as best man and pink glamelia. In her hair,
graduate of
crown-shaped
wore a
The couple will exchange
rangements of c hrysant he- groomsmen were Mr. Michael she
School. She was an active Beta
daisies and Toms of Hopkinsville, Mr.Ed- jeweled comb.
Shasta
m um s,
Club member, she served as their vows July 3 at 7:00 in
Her paternal grandmother,
snapdragons. The decorations ward Kampsen, Louisville, and
President of her local FHA the evening in the Dukedom
complimented the architectural Mr. Thomas Nanney, Fulton. Mrs. Horace Reams, wore a
Chapter, and she was elected United Methodist Church.
cl_
u
an
ing
HarrisserisSnesninsg,
sleeved coral crepe dress
Walter
long slved
Woalhn
.J
All friends and relatives are
beauty and design ofthe church.
FFA Sweetheart.
co
Andrew
with coral and white jacquard
The Reverend William G. Mr.
Her grandparents are Matt invited to the ceremony.
MARTY HOLLAND
cosAdams, Minister ofthe church, sins of the bride, served as dress length vest. Her
Stover, Sr. of Obion and the late
tume was complimented with
impressive acolytes and ushers.
Mrs. Stover and the late Rev.
Jason Smith, Meashell Smith, officiated, using the
white
For her daughter's wedding white accessories and a
written
and Mrs. Joseph Franklin CunSteve and Jenny Shell, Kayla double ring ceremony
a floor glamelia corsage.
by the bride and groom. Mrs. Mrs. Reams chose
Cunningham
ningham of the
Lassetter, Melonie, Joey and
Following the ceremony, a
dress fashioned in the
length
Barry Adams, organist, precommunity.
Joseph Hallmark, Celena and
Empire style. The reception was held in Fellowprogram of organ modified
Mr. Cherry graduated from
Michele sented a
Wilson,
Rotarians and Rotary Anns Charlie
silk linen ship Hall of the church. Decmusic, including the following bodice of champagne
Dresden High School in 1968. are reminded that the Rotary's Livingston, Cindy and Valerie
avocado lace orative urns holding massive
Benedictus - Elert, Wedding was accented with
He is presently employed by Ladies Night dinner will be Harrison, Bonnita and Fred
The full arrangements of Burfordi holly
buttons.
velvet
Prayer-Von Weber, Hear My and
the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Tuesday, June 15 at 7:30 p. m. Mahan, Cannon and Heather
Aria - skirt was of matching lace and and Cherry laurel were used
Prayer-Mendelssohn,
at the Blue Bank Restaurant Whitby.
Company in Union City.
over self-toned taffeta, throughout the reception rooms.
Bach, Prelude in F Major - net
His grandparents are the late on Reelfoot Lake. President
'Marty' is the grandson of Mr
Her accessories and corsageof The serving tables, overlaid
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Canter of Hal
arrange and Mrs. J.T. Griffin and of Mr. Bach, Sicillano - Bach, Prelude
Warren will
orchids compli- with handsome cutwork cloths,
cymbidium
Lynnville, Kentucky, and Mrs. rides for any members who and Mrs. R.V. Holland of Boaz, and Fugue in C Major - Bach,
held harge silver candelabra
Be Thou Near - Bach, Now mented her rostume,
Bertha] Cherry Anderson of need transportation.
41a.
The mother of the bridegroom with wedding candles. An arilsThank We All Our God -Crugstyle white tic arrangement of ivy encircled
er, Joyful, Joyful We Adore wore an Empire
dress featuring the four-tiered wedding cake,
Thee - Beethoven. For the Pro- silk organza
(Continued on Page 4)
high neckand
sleeves
cessional, she used Trumpet long
Voluntary-Purcell and Handel's
Hornpipe for the Recessional.
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore an orig—
Answers
Bring
— Your Problems
inal gown, designed by Milady,
of silk organza and Alencon
lace over peau-de-soie. The
Two luncheons Thursday and Miller, Mrs. M. W. Flaws, Mrs.
hair you would I')
ample. money, social position, should ask WHICH
I work and help him with bodice featured a portrait neck- Friday, June 3 and 4,complet- Hunter B. Whitesell, Mrs.H. H.
and
companionship, or sheer panic are going to compare —
series of prenuptial Murphy, Mrs. Homer Wilson,
his children's college bills line trimmed in scallops of ed the
at the thought of being an"tm- at what age."
sleeves fasten- parties given to honor Miss Mrs. Max McDade, Miss Terry
So there you have it—straight and the alimony clobber. I lace, and long
claimed jewel." And almost
wrists with tiny Carmen Weaks, who will be Ivey, Mrs. Gene Hatfield, Mrs.
His Worship at Palo have no idea where I stand ing at the
homosexual has en- from
every
quote it if he should die or be killed. covered buttons. The A-line married Saturday to Lt. Leland Bill Fossett, Miss Dee Fields,
a
quite
and
.
.
.
Alto
"social-worker"
the
countered
He has four children, I have skirt was accented with panels Moore.
Mrs. Ward Bushart, Mrs. Maxtype who tells herself, "He's is. Not every Nobel Prizeof Alencon lace and the slightly
The luncheon Thursday was well McDade, Mrs. David
two.
sick, po6r fellow, but I can winning geneticist can make
Park Terrace, Graham, Miss Kate Graham,
What's the next stepfor me, bustled back fell into a fan- held at the
make him well." Last but not his point by borrowing a line
chapel length train. where the table was centered and Miss Amy Bondurant.
shaped
Sullivan! — Feeling Insecure
least is the closet case who from Gilbert and
length
of yellow
finger
a
arrangement
was
an
veil
an
with
to
Her
Talk
Dear Feeling:
The following day Miss Weaks
looks like a hot number but is
of silk illusion bor- daisies, and marked with daisy was entertained with a lunchAnn Landers: Two estate lawyer so you can speak mantilla
Dear
actually terrified of sex and
to your husband intelligently. dered in lace. She carried a piacecards.
eon at the home of Mrs.George
hates it. She is the gal who years ago I married this man.
Miss Weeks wore a purple Botts in Union City. The hostSince the military recognizes bouquet of daisies and yellow
wants a man — but she wants Each of us was previously marivory
trimdress
hand-carved
a
midi
white
atop
and
only one wife at a time it seems roses
ess presented Miss Weeks •
alone. ried for 20 years.
leave her
him to
denied bound Bible, a gift of her ma- med with ribbons, and a white piece of silver in her chosen
•••••
My husband is really won- to me you are being
grandmother.
corsage.
rightternal
daisy
are
pattern.
which
this
Is
privileges
Landers:
Dear Ann
derful — except for one thing.
Jean Sensing,
Miss Donna
Her hostesses were Mrs.
The honoree wore a brown
for real? I saw an item in our He has not drawn up a new will fully yours. You should insist
maid
NorMrs.
the
was
bride,
Raymond Andrus,
white silk dress with a
and
daily paper that said: "A child nor has he changed some of that this little detail be straight- cousin ofthe
Ivey,
were
Robert
bridesmaids
Mrs.
Terry,
and
honor
of
man
gardenia corsage.
will not have hair darker than the records which I feel should ened out at once.
of
Murphey,
Jr.
Davidson
Mrs,
Taylor
Gertrude
Miss
guests included the
and
hair
The
His
his darker parent.
be changed. He finally altered
Lexington and Miss Elects Ver- They presented Miss Weak; bride's mother and sisters,
policy last
will not be colter than that one
insurance
CathCity.
Miss
non
of Central
plate in her chosen Mrs. Parks Weaks and the
with a
How far should a teen-age
of the parent with the curlier month after much prodding.
erine Sensing, the bride's cou- china pattern.
Misses Caroline and Mariana
hair.," Check with your ex- His other policies must re- couple go? Can necking be
junior
bridesmaid.
sin,
the
was
mother, Weeks, Mrs. Robert Ivey and
too
bride-elect's
become
The
inperts. This raises some
main as they are because of safe? When does it
They wore floor length frocks Mrs. Parks Weeks, and her sis- Miss Terry Ivey of Tampa,
Ann
for
Daily
Send
A
—
questions.
handle?
hot to
teresting
the property settlement.
"Necking And of mint green dotted swiss in ters, Misses Caroline and Miss Amy Bondurant and Miss
Reader
His ex-wife still carries a Landers' booklet,
a modified Empire style. The Mariana Weeks, were guests Nancy Sanger of Hickman, Miss
Dear Daily: Here's what military dependent I. D. card Petting — What Are The Limneck and sleeve bands were at the luncheon. Other guests Kate Graham of Clinton, Mrs.
Prof. Joshua Lederberg of which allows her to use the its?" Mail your request to
edged in lace. Vertical rows were Mrs. J. L. Jones, Mrs. Mike Butts, Miss Dee Fields,
University said: PX, commissary and military Ann Landers, in care of your
Stanford
of lace and insertion trimmed
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the
at
banded
Robert Whitesell, Mrs.Rodney Gwen Garner of Union City.
mischievous. You ent of the widow'a pension or addressed envelope.
trine is

Mize Ann Cunningham

Ann Cunningham To Marry
Michael Cherry In Dukedom

The First United Methodist Church was the
setting Saturday afternoon at four o'clock, of the
marriage of Miss Peggy Jean Reams and Mr.
Wayne William Lohaus. The bride's parents are
Mr, and Mrs. Charles Edward Reams and the
bridegroom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lohaus, all of Fulton.

Rotary Wives To
Be Feted June 15

telout .Bandeia

Two Luncheons End Series
Of Parties For Miss Weaks
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Fulton.
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After a
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Princess. From left are Deborah Campbell, fourth maid; Pattie Jolley, third maid; Princess
George Petty, Murray, A. G.
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will direct the instruction of
Howe, Nina Presley, CrutchJackie; Keine Smith, second maid; and Idle Maynard. first maid.
beige linen dress with doubleband students and will be supfield, Samuel Grissom, Harfaced circular skirt trimmed
ported by the faculty of the Marvey Vaughn, Martin; James
with bands of navy. Her accestin Department of Music.
Alexander, Maude Hutchinson,
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Craddock,
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PUBLIC NOTICE
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HOSPITAL NEWS

Fultonians
Will Attend
Music Camp

CLASSIFIED ADS

Woodson Morris Miles,
Prominent Lawyer, Dies

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Jackie Hollie To Reign As
Festival Hostess Princess
Gospel Sing
Is Sponsored
By Festival
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SUNSET DRIVE-IN

Homemakers Advisory Council
Discusses 4-H, Banana Festival
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Mrs. 1411bnen Westbrook

Norman Wood

Mrs.Carmon Narrow

Herman Samuel Wood of the
Funeral services were held
Bethlehem community, retired for Mrs. Carmon 0. Morrow of
farmer and longtime leader in Paducah Sunday, June 6 at Roth
church and agricultural affairs, Funeral Chapel in Paducah.Indied Thursday morning, June 3 terment was in Pleasant View
in Obion County Hospital. He Cemetery in Fulton County.
was 77.
Mrs. Morrow, 68, a retired
Services were held Friday, school teacher, was killed June
June 4in White-Ranson Funeral 3 in an automobile accident
Home, with burial following in near Montgomery, Alabama.
East View Cemetery.
She was returning to Paducah
Mr. Wood was born Aug. 9, 'after visiting friends in Flor1898, son of the late William D. ida, where she lived from 1948
and Mrs. Mary Baulch Wood, to 1970.
and spent most of his life in
Born in McCracken County,
Obion County.
she was the daughter of the late
He joined the Obion County R. C. and Manila Overstreet.
Farm Bureau in 1926, became She attended the First Presbyits president two years later terian Church of
Paducah.
and remained as a director for
Survivors include her sonmany years. He was the Farm in-law, Robert Rudolph of FulBureau's first insurance agent ton and his daughters, Carman
in 1942, a position he held and Hobble Rudolph; two
until his retirement January 1, brothers: Allen Overstreet of
1987.
Chicago and Reginald OverMr. Wood was the first man- street of Warren, Michigan;
ager of the Obion County Supply four sisters. Mrs. Willie Silers,
Association when it was form- Mrs. Cora Lee Smithers, and
ed in 1937. Twelve years later Miss Marjorie Overstreet, all
it became the Obion County Co- of Paducah, and Mrs. Trixie
operative. He wascounty chair- Lindsay of Smith River, Caliman of the old Triple A Farm fornia.
Program and was instrumental
Her daughter, Mrs. Ruth Ruin the extension of electric dolph, died last year in a trafftc
lines into the county by the Gib- accident.
son County Electric Membership Corporation.
A charter member of the Union City Kiwanis Club and one
Smith Thomas Henderson of
of its first directors, Mr. Wood South Fulton died at the age of
was an elder in the Cumber- 55 June 1 in Obion County Genland Presbyterian Church.
eral Hospital.
The family said memorials
Funeral services were held
may be made as donations to Wednesday, June 2 in Whitethe Cumberland Presbyterian Ranson Funeral Home. InterHeart Fund. ment was in Obion County MeChurch or the
Survivors include his wife, morial Gardens.
Mrs. Velma Fisher Wood; one
Mr. Henderson is survived
daughter, Mrs. David C. Kin- by his wife, the former Ola
nard of Portageville, ?Ao., a soli, Mae Brockwell; a daughter,
Robert W. Wood, manager of Mrs. Gerald Younger of DyersShainberg's in Union City and burg; two grandchildren, and
three grandsons, Robin Wood of two half brothers, Elvin HenUnion City, Robert L. Kinnard derson and Carlis Henderson
of St. Louis, Mo., and David of Fulton.
Wood Kinnard, a student at
Born in
Weakley
County
Westminister College, Fulton, December 8, 1915, he was the
Mo.
son of the late Sam Henderson
Four sisters preceded him and Mrs. Henderson. He servin death, including Mrs. Gray ed in Europe during World
Bondurant, Mrs. Stanley Dean War II and was employed at
and two who died in infancy. Lear Siegler for 14 years before his death.

A group of children from
Dukedom appeared on WPSDTV last Tuesday. It was quite
an experience for them. They
were Stephanie and Lisa Watkins, Tracey and Tana Alford,
Lanny and Lanee Bethel,Shane
Roberts, Tom Barham, Michael
and Jeff Atkins, Shawn and
Todd Stewart. Mothers going
along were Sarah Watkins,
Jackie Bethel, Judy Roberts,
Betty Stewart, Carol Atkins,
Kayo Alford and Julia Barham.
John Glisson was severely
injured in a car wreck Tuesday morning while on a visit
home from Army duty. He is
in Veterans Hospital, Memphis,
and will have surgery on Tuesday. He is still in Intensive
Care.
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Douthitt
were in an accident Wednesday morning. Though not seriously injured, their new car
was badly damaged.
Roy Westbrook is a patient
Hospital, Memat Veterans
phis, going on last Wednesday.

Mr. and Mrs. Durell McCall
and Mr. and Mrs. 13, G. Lowery
attended the funeral of Norman
Puckett at Lindsey Funeral
Home in Paducah, Friday afternoon.
Jack Williams passed away
at Fulton Hospital Sunday night
after being very ill for some
time. Funeral services will be
Tuesday at 4 with burial at
Oak Grove.
Terry DeFreece is visiting
with relatives at Kingsport,
Tennessee.
Those from here attending
the wedding of Larry Matthews
and Sharron Lou Mullins at
Farmington, Missouri on June 6
were. Messrs. Laura Matthews,
Bernice McClain, Nellie Meek,
Jaunita Gamble and Mr. and
Mrs. Niter Bowlin.
Mrs. Carl Harris, Mrs. Bessie Hedge and Mrs. Flora Redmon were the honorees of a
birthday dinner given Sunday,
June 6 at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Wheeler and
Sheryl. These following had a
nice and wonderful time Mr.
and Mrs. Danny Harris, Mr.
and Mrs. Jodie Hedge, Mr. and
Mrs. Terry Wheeler and Vicki
and Mrs. Flora Redmon. At this

same time Mr. and Mrs. Jodie
Hedge celebrated their seventh
wedding anniversary. Congratulations.
Remember Bible School for
all the children of the community June 14-18 at 2 P. M.
at Good Springs Church.

lie has been in bad health for
the past year. He leaves his
Thursday, June 10, 1971
wife, Thelma Howland Puckett,
and his mother, as well as a Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. James weekend with relatives here.
host of other relatives and Lewis and Tammy, Mr. and
enjoyed visiting with Mrs.
friends. Our heartfelt sym- Mrs. Revel Moody, D. J. Jones, J. B. Naruiey Wednesday.
pathy to all of them.
Bill Agne and Neal Jones, Rev.
Mrs. Pernie Yates visited
The first Sunday in June is Gerald Stow and family, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins
the day for friends and rela- and Mrs. John P. Jones and Sunday.
dinner with James Dana, Mr. and Mrs. I.. J. WilHello, Maggie.
• ROUTE THREE tives totohave
celebrate his birth- liams, Mrs. Eva Williams,
Lewis
Mrs. Alin* Williams
day. A large crowd was there Mrs. Inez Smith, Barry Rozell
with baskets of delicious food. and Pete Winstead.
It's June and the first months Everyone enjoyed the dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody
of this year have flown by so and visiting together.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Earl WilBetty
Mrs.
daughters,
fast. Seems yesterday it was
liams,
Mrs. Frieda Walston,
Our
winter. Really we did not have Jo Cupples and her son Steve Mrs. Nell Winstead and Mr.
Mrs. Phillip Brown, that formuch spring weather.
and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lewis and Mrs. C F. Williams Sat- mer Janice Shepherd of Fulton,
I would like first to say how and Chad of Detroit spent last urday afternoon.
received her bachelor of SciMrs. Effie Croft is spending
glad we are to be back home weekend with us and with other
ence degree in Business Adand I think we are feeling much relatives and friends around a few weeks in California with ministration May 28 fro/if
:Carher daughter and granddaughbetter now. We received so here.
son-Newman College In-: JefMrs. Nell Winstead has been ters.
many
nice cards and phone
ferson City, TennesseK She
Mrs. Versie Cannon visited
calls and we want everyone to on the sick list the past week.
was graduated cum laude:
know
we really appreciated Seems she is having trouble Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French
Mrs. Brown is the daughter
them all and we had so many with high blood pressure. We Saturday.
of Mrs. Elizabeth Shepherd of
stop by to visit us, which we hope she can soon be up and
Mrs. Ruby Dalton spent Sun- Fulton.
have enjoyed so much. Thanks around again.
day with her mother,Ima Buck,
Those visiting us this past and her brother, Hubert Buck,
a million. We love you all for it.
STUDYING NASA
We were sorry to hear of the week were Mr. and Mrs. Claud near Dukedom.
Tommy Powell, son of 1-lotvdeath of Norman Puckett for- McNeil, Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer CannOn ard Powell of
Fulton, is -taking
merly of Pilot Oak Community. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer visited Mr. and Mrs. Hal Kizer a six-week
special study ilium
He passed away last Thursday. Cannon, Mr. and Mrs. Henson Sunday afternoon.
at Langley NASA Reintarch
They have lived at Lone Oak, Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Hillman
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Rozell
Center in Hampton, Virginia.
Ky. for the past several year4, Collier, Mr. and Mrs. Harold of Madisonville, Ky. spent the

Mrs. Brown Wins
Business Degree

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Smith Henderson

Funeral services for William
(Bill) Craddock, 4'7, who died
May 31 in Savannah, Tennessee were conducted June 2 at
First United Methodist Church
in Savannah. Graveside services were held the same day at
Clinton Cemetery.
"8tr. Craddock, editor of the
SaympabStarrier at the time of
his death, formerly worked for
the Hickman County Gazette
and the Fulton Daily Leader.
Survivors include his wife,
the former Kathryn Kaler of
Clinton; his mother, Mrs. Fred
B. Craddock, Sr., a stepson,
three brothers, and a sister.

Wallace N. (Jack) Williams,
Fulton Route 3, died Sunday,
June 6 in Fulton Hospital, following an extended illness. He
was 72.
He was a retired employe of
the Dodge automobile company
in Detroit. A native of Graves
County, he was born April 13,
1899, to the late Willie Levi
Williams and May Katherine
Stark Williams.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday, June 8 at Jackson
Funeral Home, with the Rev.
Harry Owens officiating. Burial
was in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Survivors include his wife,
Elsie; a daughter, Mrs. James
Milam of Jonesboro, Arkansas,
Mrs. Elizabeth Shankle, 84, two grandsons, Bill and Dee
died Tuesday, June 8, at Haws Milam; a sister, Mrs. Homer
Memorial Nursing Home.
Zopf of Dukedom; and a niece.
She was born in
Bolivar,
Tennessee, on May 8, 188'7,
•LATHAM
and married Wallace 0. Shankle in 1910. Her husband
By Mrs. W. C./Morrison
died in 1943.
Mrs. Shankle is survived by
Mr. W. M. (Buck) Stow is
a stepdaughter, Miss Odessa convalescing at his home in
Cardwell, of Lexington. Her Latham, after a week in the
three children, Wallace Shan- Hillview Hospital.
kle II, Mrs. Marilyn Jones,
Mr. Nelson Smith has been
and Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, pre- indisposed several days with
ceded her in death.
an ear infection. He has been
Mrs. Shankle was a member having treatments from a speof the First United Methodist cialist, Dr. Gilliam in Union
Church.
City.
Funeral services were held
Many farmers in the comThursday, June 10 at Hornbeak munity have been busy the past
Funeral Home, with the Rev. weeks planting corn, beans
William G. Adams officiating. and setting tobacco.
Burial was in Greenlee CemeMr. and Mrs.Huel Wright retery.
turned from a visit to their
son, Larry Wright, and family
in Louisville, and a short visit
to Detroit, this weekend.
Bro. Charles Wall preached
Mrs. Nellie Castleman, 78,
mother of Mrs. Nell Rogers of his last sermon at Bible Union
Fulton, died Wednesday,June 2 Church of Christ last Sunday
in Hickman at the home of her after serving four years. He was
presented the Sunday's contrison, John B. Castleman.
Born September 15, 1892, bution and other gifts.
Mr. Ulyess Dortch hasn't
she was the daughter of the
late John Ferguson and Tina been too well for the past two
husweeks.
Choate Ferguson. Her
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Douthitt
band, Radford Castleman, preof Dukedom were involved in
ceded her in death.
Other survivors include two a car wreck on the Lathamdaughters, Mrs. Ruth Ballow of Dresden highway recently. Both
Bossier City, Louisiana, and are hospitalized in a Mayfield
Mrs Gladys O'Conner of Park hospital but not seriously inForest, Illinois; two sisters, jured. Jackson Brothers AmMrs. Annie Mae Angler of Nash- bulance answered the call and
ville and Mrs. Mary Giltner of rushed them to the hospital.
Mrs. Suzanne Brundige MarLoraine, Ohio; twelve grandchildren, and ten great-grand- tin of Memphis visited in Latham last Friday.
children.
Chess Morrison isn't as well
Funeral services were held
this
week. His visitors were
Friday, June 4 at West HickMr.
and Mrs. Orven Morrison,
man Baptist Church, with the
Rev. J. W. Abney officiating, Jack Pogue, Robert and Randy,
Mr, and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan,
Bernd was in the Hickman city
Jim Travis and Bob, and Mr.
cemetery.
and
Mrs. Bonnie Cummings,
Barrett Funeral Home was in
Jack Carney and Kenny foster.
charge of arrangements.

Greenfield Monument Works

BELL CHAPEL C. M. E. CHURCH

REV. L. C. CHISA1
Pastor

Bell Chapel C. M. E. Church was organized in 1887 by Rev. G.
W. Bell, pastor, Rev. J. W. Samples, P. E. with the Rt. Rev. Isaac
Lane, presiding bishop.

Through the years Bell Chapel has stood as a beacon light in
the City of Fulton, giving spiritual light to men and women in all
walks of life. Located as it is, near the railroad station, many a

Serving on the Board of Trustees were Garlin Green, Louis
Warner and Felix Wade and on the Board of Stewards were Elder
Higgins, George Hamilton, Bro. Payne and Robert Branch.

traveler has paused to worship there between trains. As in the days
of the past, so today. The doors of Bell Chapel C. M. E. Mural'
stand ajar, offering spiritual comfort to those who tarry there
within the walls of her sanctuary.

Among the first members of the Board of Stewardesses were
Sisters Mary Ilamaton, Hannah Barksdale, Mariah Sisson, Sister
Wade and Arnie Mitchell.

Rev. L. C. Chism, who resides in Paducah is the pastor.
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES

When first organized, the church was located where the Illinois Central Railroad depot now stands. With the coming of the
Illinois Central, a new building was erected on the present site on

Sunday — Sunday School

Third Street. In 1907 the frame structure was repaired and enhanced with brick veneer.

Youth Fellowship
Thursday. Mid-Week Service

9:30 a. m.
11:00 a. on.

Morning Worship

5:00 p.
7:00 p.

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms . The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
sou* Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickmon, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station
Ti,.,, Batteries, Accessories
171.9060
Kentucky Ave. at Road

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

1.16.2655

E. W. James and Sons

Fulton, Kentucky

SUPERMARKETS
ti.ckman

South Fulton

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Fulton Electric System

472-1471

305 Main Street

171-1361

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

— In Operation 68 Years —

Large Display
• Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers

Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

Felton
Phone 472-1853

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Str*
472.1412
Fulton, Ky.

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Stere—er at your doer
Fulton, Ky.

171-3311 ,

Henry I. Siegel Company. me.
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MCM412
Clinton, Ky.

143-2171

.•••••
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Pfc. Damons Civic Leaders
Dies In Army Graduated By
Bus Accident UK Institute

P-6 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, June 10,

Betty Vowell Claims Trophy
At Murray Golf Tournament
Mrs. Betty Vowel!, Fulton,
fired a sparkling one-overladies-per 76 Wednesday to
win the championship flight of
the fourth annual George Hart
Memorial Tournament at the
Calloway Country Club in Murray.
After shooting a 40 on the
front nine and then making the
turn one stroke behind Mrs.
Dot Berra' of Henderson, Mrs.
Vowel! went three under par
on the next four holes to take
the lead.
She chipped in for a birdie
on the 298-yard dogleg 10th
hole, while Mrs. Herron hooked her tee shot out of bounds
on the same hole for a double
bogey six.
The ladies club champion at
the Fulton Country Club, Mrs.
Vowell went on to birdie the
325-yard 12th hole after getting
a par at 11, and theri-Eicnned a
15-foot putt on the 3'75-yard 13th
for her third birdie.
She then bogeyed three of the
final five holes to wind up the
back nine at 36 for her '76 total.
AT GRADUATION
Mrs. W. P. Campbell attended the graduation exercises for
her son, Mike Campbell, at
Centre College on May28.'they
visited in Bremen, Ohio before
relgrning last week to Fulton.

CHAMBER(Continued from page one)
man Counties would be served
by the school, Garrison said.
He added that adults from South
Fulton might also be able to
attend.
Present plans call for carpentry, welding, auto mechanics, electricity, and business
office courses to be taught at
the school. If funds are available, health occupation training would also be taught, according to Garrison. He said
the school would operate with
industries wishing to use the
school's facilities totrain personnel.
Fulton City School Superintendent Charles Thomas attended the meeting with Garrison.
He asked the Chamber directors to help inform the public
about the proposed tax.
Since the city board must
initiate action to petition the
fiscal court for the tax, and
since Fulton city residents are
now paying a tax to build the
new Fulton High School, Thomas
said, the city board wants tobe
sure that they are willing to
pay another tax.
,Thernas pointed out that a
method exists by which the
voters can have the tax repealed. If, within 30 days after the
tax has been imposed, a number of qualified and registered
voters equal to the number of
votes cast in the county for the
office receiving the greatest
number of votes in the last presidential election sign a petition, the tax must be placed
on the ballot. If it is defeated
it cannot be imposed.
Once the County board of education requests the tax, a pubhearing will be held, at
lic
which interested citizens will
encouraged
to express their
be
views.

MOUNDS(Continued from Page One)
niture all tell of a non-migratory life. Very few weapons
have been found, which seems
to indicate these were a peaceful people.
They appear to have been an
ingenious people. Every bird
and beast imaginable in aprehistoric forest is represented
in their zoomorphic effigy on
pottery, pipes and ceremonials.
Of their language, with the
exception of a few pictographs,
scattered about, we know practically nothing.
Even with numerous artifacts
and clues lying around,
it
seems that the origins and identity of these prehistoric people.
like the awesome mounds themselves, lie wrapped in mystery.
Visitors are always welcome
at the Ancient Buried City which
is owned by the Western Baptist
Hospital of Paducah.
As you walk through this metropolis of an age and civilization now forgotten, you will not
only see methods of burial but
also gain insight into the living
conditions of this prehistoric
race.
Succumb to the mystery of
the past and let your imagination go. Then try to visualize
a thriving industrial city, centuries ago, with some 3,000 to
5,000 inhabitants living and
working in a peaceful existence
under the warm Kentucky sun.
The excavated mounds, protected by wooden structures,
are open from 8 a. m.to6 p. m.
Monday through Saturday, and
from noon to 6 p. m.on Stmdays.

Mrs. Vowell kept the ball in
play all day and held a hot
putter after the opening three
holes, ending up with a total
of 28 putts — 16 on the front
back.
nine and 12 on the
Mrs. Herron's miscue at the
10th threatened her position
only briefly as she went on
to fashions 41 on the back nine
for her second-place totel of
80.
Mrs. Mary Jane Harris, of
Paducah, the defending champion, finished in a third-place
tie with Mrs. Louella Ogden and
Mrs. Virginia Harp, Mayfield,
all with 85's.
Trophies and silver awards
were presented by Dr. Chad
Stewart, president of the club,
Hibbard
Mrs. Carroll
and
and Mrs. Jackie Ransom, members ofthe tournament committee.
More than 125 golfers, a
record number for the f o u ryear-old tournament, participated.
In addition to the championship trophy, Mrs. Vowel! aleo
was presented with the George
Hart Memorial traveling trophy
by Mrs. Lochie Hart and her
daughter, Mrs. Gene Landolt,
both of Murray, in memory of
their husband and father, the
late George Hart, for many
years an active member of the
club and former president of
the Bank of Murray.

Two Local Motorists Involved
In Accidents Near Union City
Two motorcyclists were injured, one seriously, early Saturday, June 5, when they and one
of their motorcycles were
struck by an automobile on the
Pierce Station Road near South
Fulton.
State Trooper Bobby Rankin
said the accident occurred
about 1:30 a. m.
William Joseph Byrd, 20, of
Route 2, Fulton, was admitted
to Mon County General Hospital
with a knee fracture.
David
Weaver, 30, also of
Route 2, Fulton, suffered
a
leg injury. He was treated at
the hospital but was later dismissed.
Trooper Rankin said Mr.
Weaver's 1966 Honda had
broken down and the rider was
attempting repairs with the help
of Mr. Byrd, who was holding
his 1966 Suzuki with his light
on so Mr. Weaver could see
to work.
The automobile involved in
the accident was a 1970 Oldsmobile, driven by Gary Mac
McBride, 17, of Fulton, which
was moving north on the Pierce
Station Road.
"Weaver saw the car coming,
pushed his Honda over and tried
to get out of the way," Trooper Rankin explained. "The car
hit him but missed his bike
and then struck Mr. Byrd and
the Suzuki."
Damage to the right front

section of the auto was estimated at $400. The Suzuki
was damaged beyond repair.
Rankin said no
Trooper
were filed pending
charges
completion of his investigation.
Two cars collided on the
highway,
Union City-Fulton
about two miles north of Union
City, at 2:45 p. m. Thursday,
June 3, the officer reported.
The vehicles were a1969
Chevrolet station wagon, driven
by Fulton Police Chief Richard
V. Myatt, 51, of Fulton, and a
1965 Pontiac, driven by Ernest
Faulkner, 52, of Route 3, Union
City.
Trooper Rankin said both
vehicles were moving toward
Union City when Mr. Faulkner
began passing "several cars."
When he started to pull back
into line, the right rear of the
Pontiac struck the front of the
station wagon, almost forcing
the station wagon into a bridge
railing, the officer said.
"Mr. Faulkner failed to stop
at the scene but Chief Myatt
pursued him and forced him to
stop on Nettling Drive after
getting to Union City," Trooper
Rankin said. Mr. Faulkner was
charged with reckless driving
and leaving the scene of an accident.
Damage to the station wagon
was estimated at $75 and to
the Pontiac at $100.

WDXR Now Operating
Over Four-State Area
WDXR-TV, Paducah's new
UHF color television station
on Channel 29, began telecasting operations Monday,
May 21, at 11 a. m.
Channel 29, independent of
network affiliation, will originate all of its own programming, Station Manager Lewis
Warford said. From its facilities at 4th and Kentucky Avenue, the station will serve
over 30 counties in Kentucky,

News From Our
Boys In The

FFA,4-H'ers
Plan Annual
Heifer Show

South Fulton Bus Ministry
Marks "Inauguration Day"

SERVICE

Sunday, June 6 was "inauguration day" for the South Fulton
Baptist Church's Bus Ministry,
VALDOSTA, Ga.—Technical according to Rev. Gerald Stow,
Sergeant Ray P. Wilson, son pastor. He explained that the
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wilson, Bus Ministry is now fully orRoute 3, Mayfield, has received ganized and operating under a
the U. S. Air Force Commenda- director, bus generals, team
tion
Medal for meritorious captains, and their teams of
service at Udorn Royal Thai young adults and children.
Eugene Miller, a deacon of
AFB, Thailand.
Sergeant Wilson, an aircraft the church, is the Bus Minismaintenance instructor, was try's director. Martha K. Moore
cited for his outstanding pro- is general secretary.
The Ministry's two buses are
fessional skill and initialive
while assigned to the 14th called "Kennie" and "Tennie."
former follows a route in
The
Tactical
Reconnaissance
Squadron. His efforts contri- Fulton, and the latter a route
buted to the successful mis- in South Fulton. Rev. Stow
sion accomplishment of the said the church is considering adding a third bus, a mini14th.
He was presented the medal bus, to be called simply"Mini,"
at Moody AFB, Ga., where to operate in rural areas.
The Kennie Bus General is
he now serves with a unit of
the Air Training Command Philip Lampley and the Bus
is Jessie LeGate.
Secretary
which provides flying, technical and basic military train- The captains are Juanita Elliing for U. S. Air Force per- son, Kenneth Hutchins, and
Richard Britton. Drivers are
sonnel.
The sergeant Ise 1948 grad- Travis Grissom, Johnny Copeuate of Melber High School. land, and James LeGate.
His wife, Mary, is the daughter
The Kennie Bus team comHayden, Steve
of Mr. and Mrs. A, B. Roberts, prises Ted
Stow,
Elaine
Ellison, Jill
206 Jackson St., Fulton.
Mann, Jay Howell, Jennie RobNavy Airman
Frank
S. erts, Eddie Gore, Wayne CampTamsett, Jr., husband of the bell, Kathy Hale, Liddy Pickle,
former Miss Marjorie R. Col- Greg Underwood, and Larry
lier of 801 Fairview, Fulton, Harris.
Kentucky, is serving aboard
On the Tennie Bus, the Genthe attack aircraft carrier Us eral is Jimmy Prueitt, and Joy
F. D. Roosevelt which is par- Jobe the Bus Secretary. Capticipating in the North Atlan- tains are Mary Jane Edmantic Treaty Organization(NATO) ston, Paul Ray Harrison, and
training exercise "DAWN PA- Donna Rushing. Drivers are
TROL 71" in the Mediterranean Kenneth Speed, Jack Forrest,
Sea.
and Kenneth Edmanston.
The exercise involves more
Tennie's team includes Tim
than 60 ships, ranging in size Hayden, Angela Bland, Robin
from aircraft carriers to fast Kekko, Tony Potts, Jan Hamner,
patrol boats, and 300 aircraft Tim Fields, Brenda
Moore,
from the U.S., Greece, Italy, Mark Prueitt, Steve Wilkerson,
Turkey and the United Kingdom. Donna Nabors, Craig Corum,
During the exercise, the com- and Lisa Howell.
bined NATO force will perform
The buses begin their routes
simulated wartime air strikes, at 9 a. m. on Sunday, with the
anti-submarine
warfare tac- young people creating''a happy
tics, air defense, surveillance, atmosphere" inside, according
and amphibious operations.
to Rev. Stow, with songs and
"DAWN PATROL 71" is games. Along their route,they
designed to test the skills of pick up persons who do not
ships crews and evaluate the have transportation, and after
reliability of their equipment.

Tennessee, Missouri and Illinois, including over 30 cable
television systems both within
and without the coverage area.
Channel 29 will sign-on at
11 a. m. Monday through Friday, telecasting 14 hours
until 1 a. m. Saturday andSunday sign-on will be at 7:30
a. m. with sign-off at 1 a. m.
Saturday and midnight Sunday,
he said.
Warford stated independent
programming will allow WDXRTV to program more to the
specific wishes of viewers in
the coverage area and to deFt. Campbell, Ky., May 11 —
vote more time to locally pro- Army Private Johnny Osler,
duced shows. The station will 24, son of Mrs. Julia M.
present 21 movies and will log Osier, 603 E. State Line,
more than 20 hours live pro- Fulton, recently completed
gramming per week, he said. eight weeks of basic trainThe 1971 Mayfield 4-H and
Warford said Channel 29 is ing at the U. S. Army TrainFFA Beef Heifer Show will be attempting to present more lo- ing
Center, Ft. Campbell.
held Monday, June 14, at the cal programs and news toesGraves County Fairgrounds.
Ft.
Campbell, Ky., May 10 —
tablish its "identity with the
According to Wallace Rich, local community."
Army Private William S. Pruitt,
Director of Shows and Fairs
WDXR-TV news, under the 19, &In of Mrs. Mettle L. Hayes,
of the Kentucky Department of direction of Cliff Gill, will be 107 Poplar Place, Fulton, reAgriculture, 4-H members almost totally locally orient- cently completed eight weeks
wanting to participate in the ed, it was reported. Two news- of basic training at the U. S.
show should submit their en- casts will be presented daily Army Training Center, Ft.
tries to
Fred Gillum, 9-H in addition to several "head- Campbell.
Youth Agent, Calloway County line capsules." A weather
He received instruction in
Extension Office, Murray, Ky. summary will be shown
hourly, drill and ceremonies, weapons,
42071. Entries are to be made Warford said.
map reading, combat tactics,
10 days prior to the show.
Channel 29 was begun in plan- military courtesy, military
FFA entries are to be made ning stages in 1966.
WDXR- justice, first aid, and Army
with James Maddox, Execu- TV, Inc., is owned and
oper- history and traditions.
tive Secretary, Kentucky FFA ated by Dr. George T.
Bailey
Leadership Training Camp, and Mr. and Mrs. E. Weeks
Hardinsburg, Ky. 40143. These McKinney-Smith.
entries must also be made
The station's transmitter
10 days prior to the show. and tower are located eight
Rich also urged the exhibi- miles southwest of Paducah
tors to check with their vet- near the
McCracken-Graves
erinarian to insure that the County line.
The 650-foot
are
in
papers
required health
tower pr.pvided with 753,000
order.
watts of power will have a
The Fulton Jaycees' second
Exhibitors are to have their coverage of a minimum of 53 annual July 4 celebration
will
entries at the Fairgrounds at miles radius, according to be held Saturday, July 3 at the
8:00 a. m. on the date of the engineers.
City Park, according to genshow. Judging will start at
eral chairman Gary William9:00 a. m.
DEAN'S LIST
son.
William T. Craddock of FulThe gates will open Saturton Route 4 Is one of five Pur- day afternoon at 2 p. m. for
chase Area students named to pony rides, cake walks, and
the Dean's List at the Univer- a variety of gala events. A
aky of Kentucky College of barbecue dinner will he served
Engineering for the spring se- in the evening, and will be followed by a fireworks display
mester.
and teen dance.
ANDREWS
Tickets for the celebration
nines
cover's
an
area of ie are available from the JayJewelry Company
square miles.
cees.

templets Reef
Planned Protection
Parts For All —
a..us for - - Your Insurance Newts Electric Shavers At:
RICE ligeirl
Falba 472.1341

MR. P. H. WRAKS AND HIS FIRST LAKE STREET STOW.: This photo, taken around ION, and remarkably well eresorvad
despite its 77 years, shows the first location of the P. H. Weeks store in Fulton. The above building, now burned, was located on
Lake street near Collins. P. 14. Weak: is standing at the right of the center pillar, with thumb hooked In his belt. Only other
Individual identified is R. C. Shiley, a long-time associate of the firm, standing at extreme left with his thumbs also hooked In
his belt. The business was originally established at Feliciano, then moved to Water Valley, then to the above location, for
about five or six years, then around 1900 to its present location.

Jaycees Plan
Annual Gala
For July 4

a 35- to 45-minute ride return to church in time for Sunday School and worship services.
The purpose of the Bus Ministry, Rev. Stow explained, is
to carry out "the great commission" in Matthew 28:19,20
in which Jesus says "Go ye
therefore and teach all nations." The motto of the Bus
Ministry is "They will not seek;
they must be sought. They will
not learn; they must be taught.
They will not come; they must
be brought."
Since the Bus Ministry began in March on a trial basis,
Rev. Stow said, 17 persons have
made professions of faith, six
have joined the church by transfers of • letter; and average
attendance at Sunday School
during April and May reached
a new record.
The two buses were bought
with $7000 in donations that
were received from the time the
Church committed itself to the
Bus Ministry program to Mother's Day, the date set for completion of the fund drive.

Fulton Chief,
Captain Attend
-Fire School

Kenneth E. Crews, James
Army PFC Victor Lynn
Joe W. Trail
Demons, 18, son of Mr. and Mrs. Needham. and
Fulton, recently completed
W.C. Damons of Route 4, Fulton, of
course at me
three-day
was one of six soldiers reported the
Developkilled Sunday afternoon in a bus Kentucky Industrial
ment Institute, in Lexington.
wreck in Greece.
Army officers from Ft The Institute, at the UniverproCampbell, Ky., were in Union sity of Kentucky, has
City Monday morning to inform vided the 153 graduates with
the youth's father, an employe of valuable data for making their
Construction communities attractive to inMcDade
, the
Company which is currently dustrial development.
Commerce Commissioner,
working on the widening on
Paul W. Grubbs, urged the
Reelfoot Avenue.
There were no details on the graduates to make use of this
accident except that the parents training to add impetus to
were told the Army bus was their communities' efforts to
attract new industry. "Industouring a section of Greece.
PFC Demons attended South trial prospects," he said,"are
Fulton High School, enlisted in referred to those communities
the Army April 21, 1970, and had that have developed industrial
been in Europe only four weeks. sites meeting the industry's
The body will be shipped back general requirements." The
for services and then burial in Commissioner said that it is
Oak Grove Cemetery. Hornbeak the responsibility of local inFuneral Home at Fulton wiU dustrial development commithave charge of arrangements. tees to sell industries on their
Besides his parents, survivors specific locations.
"Those communities with
include four brothers, Michael
Demons, 16, Jeff Demons, 14, developed sites, good comservices and attiJoel Demons, 11, and Randy munity
Damons, 8, and a sister, Stacy tudes, labor availability, and
livability factors, coupled with
Ann Demons. if.
men well versed and qualified
to present their communities'
assets, will be the most successful in attracting new inthe Commissioner
dustry,"
concluded.
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R.P. Gardner
Will Receive
M. D. Degree Mrs. Patton
Is Freed On
$5000 Bond

Richard P. Gardner, son of
Mr. and Mrs. S, Jack Gardner, of Clarksville, Indiana
and son-in-law of Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Beadles of Fulton, will be among the 215
candidates to receive the degree of Doctor of Medicine
from the Indiana University
School of Medicine on June
11, 1971. Indiana University
holds the distinction of having
the largest Medical Center in
the nation and this year for
the first time, the Medical
School will hold private exercises in the famed Clowes
Hall on the campus of Butler
University.
Dr. Gardner has recently received an appointment to begin
a rotating internship at St.
Joseph's Hospital in Louisville,
Kentucky. He and his wife Betty
will be moving to that area on
June 19th.
READER'S DIGEST
Denise Coleman has been
awarded a one-year subscription to Reader's Digest for being valedictorian of the South
Fulton graduating class.

At a preliminary hearing
Monday, June 7 Mrs. Bianchi°
Patton, who is being held in
connection with the fatal shooting of her husband, J. B. Patton, on May 28, was bound over
to the grand Jury. She was
on
freed Monday afternoon
$5,000 bond.
The hearing before County
Judge James C. Menees was
originally set for Tuesday, but
was advanced one day at the request of Mrs. Patton's attorney, Dee McNeill. Mrs. Patton
was present, but did not testify.
NEEDING DONATIONS
Donations of food and clothing are needed at the FultonObion Counties Clothes Bask.
Needy families receive &dna(
from the Clothes
tiptit
recommendations by achool,
church, and public insistence
officials.
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PAINT SALE!
One Special Lot
BURK - HALL

Fire Chief Billy
Fulton
Billy
Mitchum and Captain
Hagan attended the 42nd annual
Kentucky Fire School at Lexington Monday through Wednesday, June '7-9.
About 1,000 firemen from
across the state attended the
session. Lectures, films and
diagrams of firefighting were
followed by demonstrations and
practical field problems to
give each student fireman experience with various firefighting problems. More than 100
instructors were present.
The classroom discussions
ranged from the personality of
an arsonist to approaching an
overturned truck leaking gas.
Field problems included rescue operations and hose handling at a building set ablaze
for the occasion.
The State Fire Marshal, the
Kentucky Firemen's Association, and the UK Extension Division sponsor the fire school,
one of the oldest in the nation
301 Main St. Fulton
472-3201
The Bank of Hornbeak has and ranked as one of its best.
announced the election of two
new members to their Board
of Directors. Elected were
Larry Bates and Ken Boyte,
both northwest Tennessee businessmen.
Bates, who represents Mon,
Lake, and Weakley counties in
the Tennessee House of Representatives, is an officer of Financial Planners Corp., a Martin firm. He is a graduate of
the University of Tennessee at
Martin, where he served as
president of the student body
for two years. Bates is married to the former Barbara
Bearden of Selmer, Tennessee.
Boyte also is an officer in
the Martin firm of Financial
Planners Inc., and is agraduate of University of Tennessee
OK
at Martin. He is married to
the former Carolyn Reed, of
Dyer. Both Bates and Boyte are
well known throughout Obion
county and are expected to lend
young, aggressive talent tothe
success of the Hornbeak Bank's
44 pgipt
branching and expansion
throughout the county.
Virgil Roberts, vice president and chief executive officer of the bank, expressed his
delight in having the new directors, Mr. Bates and Boyte,
who will be directly active in
the management. Mr. Roberts
also expressed optimism for
Pd. for by Ralph Ed. Graves , acting as his own treasurer
the bank's future growth and
exposition plans.

Bank Names
Larry Bates
As Director
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Morganfield
Youth Heads
State FFA
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Dennis
O'Nan of Morganfield has been
named 'president of the Kentucky
Association of Future Farmers
of America at the association's
annual convention concluded here
Friday.
Other officers include Robert
Baker, Georgetown, vice president; Jim Midkiff, Fortsville,
secretary; Darrell Burton, Pubuild County, treashrer: Danny
Grigson, Bracken County, reporter, and Mike Inman, Mercer County, sentinel.
The Purchase Area vice-president is David Scoggin of Heath,
while Randy Payne of Temple
Hill was named vice president
from the south-central area.
Mac Colliver of Fleming County
was picked eastern area officer

Why Kapok's Used
MANAGUA, Nicaragua - In
life preservers, kapok supports
30 times its own weight and is
seven times more buoyant than
cork. Kapok comes from the
ceiba tree of Central America
and Java.

SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug

Dr. Eubanks
Will Leave
Murray State
MURRAY, Ky.-Dr. Clifford
L. Eubanks, for the past four
years chairman of the Department at Management at Murray
State University, has been
named dean of the College ut
Business and Commerce at Troy
State University, Troy, Ala., effective July 15.
A native of Paragould, Ark.,
Dr. Eubanks came to Murray
State in 1967 from a faculty position at Kansas State University. He received his doctorate
from the University of Arkansas, where he also earned his
master's degree in business administration. His bachelor's degree was earned at Arkansas
State at Jonesboro.
"Murray State University sincerely regrets the loss of Dr.
Eubanks, who is one of our most
outstanding professors," Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, president of
Murray State, said.
"Dr. Eubanks has contributed
much to the student affairs of
the university through service as
an advisor to the Student Gov?rnment and to the professional
advancement of the institution.
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Rinse
Reg. $2; 14-oz.

Gillette

RIGHT GUARD
7-oz; Reg. $1.59

81.89
LYSOL SPRAY
14-oz; Reg. $1.67

$1.25
ORA-FIX
2/
3
4-oz; Reg. $1.35

89c
PROTEIN 21
Shampoo
14-oz; Rag. $2.49

$1.79

$e

6.00-13 Tubeless
Blockwall

will be unveiled in 1972 as part
of the ceremonies marking the
50th anniversary of the founding
of Murray State.
The number of lithograph
prints will be limited to 5,000.
The price will be $20, with the
profits used for scholarships.
Initial sales will be handled
exclusively by the Murray State
Alumni Association, but later

20
2
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Sears Crusader
Dynatuf rubber has anti-oxidation
compound to cut deterioration
due to exposure to air, means
longer wear. Ideal for local
driving needs.
PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING,
MOUNTING and Fed. Ex, Tax
Tubeless
Tubeless
Blackwalls
Whitewalls
Size
Each
Size E1
6.00-13 $10.80 6.00-13
6.50-13 12.98 6.50-13 $14.98
6.95-14 16.14 6.95-14 19.14
7.35-14 16.24 7.35-14 19.24
7.75-14 17.37 7.75-14 20.37
8.25-14 17.53 8.25-14 20.53
7.75-15 17.39 7.75-15 20 39

Sears

EVANS DRUG CO.
"Amenimi

MOUNTED

F'se

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

303 Broadway
SOUTH FULTON
PHONE 479-1420

grammeG. MoreheatT
Ask Mr Q

YOUR
CHID'S
$3,95

PROFESSIONAL

ms: PORTRAIT
ID livin COLOR

INAS

Just
BRING IN THIS ADV.
TO OUR STORE
(Use As Coupon)
Fres Offer: 7 YGOI K part
Photographer will be Here
THURSDAY ONLY!'

June 17111
El 00 EACH AOINTIOPM CR.,, GA
ORK• OVEN
$$$$$ PO AN

11 a. m. til 5 p. m.

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
774. AW:S"
Sr

LAIN STRUM

Of interest to lioniemaktrs

IVISU Awarded Federal Grant
To Train Retardation Workers

MURRAY, Ky.,
Clarence G. Morehead of Owensboro, who is nationally recognized as "Kentucky's artist of
property," has been commissioned by the Alumni Association of Murray State University
to do a painting of Oakhurst,
the home of the University'r
presidents since 1937.
The 16x20 inch oil painting

$1.39
ALKA SELTZER

q9c

'r1-1URSDAY, JUNE 10, 1c)71

Owensboro Artist Commissioned
To Paint MSU Campus Landmark

RINSE AWAY

Foil
Wrapped 36's
Reg. $1.19

FULTON. KENTUCKY

TIME FOR FLOWERS--One of the traditional springtime tasks around the Kentucky State Capitol in Frankfort is the setting of fresh flowers in the floral clock. Here, two workmen perdsed
precariously near "half past" in the famous timepiece have to work fast to ensure that "time," in
the form of the large minute hand, does not overtake them. The flowers are all baby chrysanthemums, of varying colors. (Jim Toole Photo)
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An estimated 8.2 million students enrolled at colleges and
universities last fall, three times
as many as in 1955.
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Q. Where can one get help
in regard to whether we would
give birth to children with hereditary defects?
-Parents, St. Louis.
A. A directory of 140 medical centers that test persons
and advise in regard to hereditary defects is available from National Foundation, 800 Second
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
Q. What do poison control
centers do and how do we contact them?
-N. Hansen, Bellevue, We.
A. There are 560 around
the U.S. which provide 24-hour
information on the prevention
and treatment of accidents involving poisionous substances'

copies will be available at Morehead's 96 outlets throughout the
nation.
An Owensboro native, Morehead had been in the realty
business for nearly 20 years before he began his avocation of
painting, which is now vying
with his vocation, real estate,
for "top billing."
One of his best-known works
Is "The President's Office at
the White House," an exterior
of the West Wing, which houses
the president's office. It Is a
view that visitors rarely see on
glided tours.
Eleven of his paintings have
been released in limited-edition
prints.
Sold out and now collectors'
items are "Antique Shop,"
"The Old Stone Inn & Talbott
Tavern," Trinity Church," Ray
Harm's Home," Keeneland,"
"Cathedral of the Assumption,"
"Rainbow Garden," and "Market Street."
Other paintings include "Old
Southern B a n k," "Audubon
House," and "Sloppy Joe's."
His "Churchill Downs- Is
scheduled for release this summer.
After a few sketches in charcoal, Morehead started using
oils in 1963, At first he attempted to develop his talent by
Ynitating the work of Maurice
Utrillo, a famous F rant h
architectural painter.
"Forget Utrillo-do a Morehead; paint in your own style.'"
a Louisville artist advised him.
An aging barn, seen while appraising an old farm near
Owensboro, attracted his keen
eye end became the subject of
his first oil painting. Then uuns
his peinting of an old theater
in Owlinsboro-and the realtor
Was on his way to becoming
"an artist of property."
Morehead readily admits that
his initial efforts were "a bold
undertaking for a man past 40,
whose only art lessons had been
a required high-school course
hi which he made a C"

• HOUSE PAINT
White

$1.99 Gallon
WE MAKE KEYS
-Railroad Salvor,
KY.
Latta St.

Ray's
FRIED CHICKE
Call Vs

479-0082

ake
Barbecue

GOLDEN BROWN

Ray's Hamburgers ...25c
CALL US

4719082

MURRAY, Ky.,
-Murray 'fijate University has been
awarded a $15,000 federal grant
ter the 1971-72 school year to
develop an innovative program
that will encourage more teachers to choose work in the field
of mental retardation.
Administered under the
Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, a division of the
U. S. Department of Health,
Education and Welter e, the
block grant is aimed primarily
at expansion and improvement
of the existing program at the
undergraduate level.
Mrs. Billie Downing, director
of special education in the
School'Of Education, will head
the new project. She said Murray State is one of several institutions to be chosen for block
grants to do experimental work
with the handicapped.
She added that Murray State
has received grants the past two
years for senior fellowships foc
special education majors. The
new grant will open the way for
more participation by freshman
and sophomore students, she
continued.
A one-hour orientation course
for freshmen and a three-hour
aurvey course for sophomores
will be added to the curriculum.
Mrs. Downing is hopeful the
new courses will attract more
underclassmen to study in the
field of meotal retardation.
She said she has received encouragement from her students
about the new program from
the Mittel/tanning stages. She
listed these basic objectives:
-To restructure the present
faculty responsibilities through
team-teaching approach.
-To provide a more realistic
approach to teacher preparation
by the use of simulated laboratory experiences that would
SMOKY MOU NT A I t4S
The Great Smoky Mountains
of Tennessee and North Carolina take their name from the
blue haze that clings to their
slopes, National Geographic
says. The mountains contain
26 species of orchids and more
species of trees than are found
in Europe.
The inhabitants of the North
American continent constitute
7 per cent of the worl d' s
population but use about half the
world's yield of basic TeROUTteS.

permit students to develop methods of activity for handling
specific classroom situations.
-To increase observation and
participation hours in area pubtic school systems prior to actual student teaching.
-To improve student teaching by closer supervision and
seminars for students and
supervisory teachers.
-To initiate an active recruitment program including
students to assist the teachers.
She pointed out that the teamteaching approach will free instructors at timeesto make re-

cruiting trips to high schools to
discuss career opportunities
available in the field of mental
retardation work.
Mrs. Downing estimates there
are now 35 freshmen and 30
sophomores, compared to about
135 junior and senior majors,
involved in special education at
Murray State.
She expressed optimism that
the new grant, by providing
more opportenities during the
first two years of study, will be
a factor in bringing more freshman and sophomore students to
commitments for careers IS
special education.
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COVERED CASSEROLE
WITH REMOVABLE PYREX LINER
*WM. RO.GERS* SILVERPLATE
A handsome accessory that goes from the oven to
the
table with graceful elegance. Gadroon border and ornate
over handle. Capacity, 11/
2 quarts.
Quantities limited al this special price. Buy now.
iNTERNATIONAL

SILVER

COMPANY

Andrews Jewelry Store
Commercial Ave.

Fulton

FATHER'S DAY IS JUNE 2011

Tone with tone is today's new look
in suits, shirts, ties and footwear.
Add a 'dash' of shape and your
really in the fashion picture ... if
you dare to be different.
Make your move in a double
dare ... and show some fabulous
footwork.
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- Protection Doubled
NEW YORK — The average
Alte-inaurance protection pe r
U.S. family last year was an
Unmated 321,100—more than
&pubic the figure ol 10 years

Fulton,Ky.

•Ford Advisor Accuses Some
Media Of Unfair Reporting

SU Doctors
For 100,000
by Laurence

4
0
.

GILBERTSVILLE. Ky.
—An advisor to Democratic gubernatorial nominee Wendell
Ford accused some news media Friday of unfair reporting
during the recent primary election campaign.
J. R. Miller told the Kentucky Press Association, "You
as newsmen have a public
trust. If you violate or misuse
it, the public will turn against

Lenox Ware
Unbreakable!
Service for 81
44-Piece Set!

A $30 VALUE
SALE PRICE:

84.95
Leader Sptg. Goods
Upstairs Over Leader Store
FULTON

LAKE ST.

4

He charged that "a monopoly
newspaper" went beyond its edi[oriel pages to support Ford's
rival, Bert T. Combs. He later
said he referred to the Louisville Courier-Journal.
Miller also criticized WHASfV, Louisville, for its decision
to postpone for 24 hours the
showing of a planned interview
with Ford. He said the station
explained that the time originally set aside for the program
had been pre-empted by a hockey game.
"We cancelled the interview,"
he said.
A spokesman for WHAS said

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
COMPLETE LIQUIDATION UNION CITY HARDWARE CO.
Washington Ave. at Second St. Union City, Tenn.
Sale Begins Thursday, June 10, 7 P. M. Continuing Each
Night (Except Sunday) Until All Is Sold. — ($60,000 STOCK)
Riding Lawnmower
Self Propelled Lawnmower
Gasoline Mowers
Garden Tillers
Chest Type Deep Freeze
Hot Water Heaters
Central Heating Units
Browning, Savage & Winchester Shotguns
30-30 Rifles
Automatic Rifles
Garcia Reels
South Bend Fishing Rods
Mitchell Reels
Assorted Fishing Tackle
Coleman Camping Stoves
Boots
Point
Electrical Cords
Overhead Lighting
Sunbeam & Hamilton Beach
Electric Mixers w/bowls
Electric Knives
Sunbeam a Hamilton Beach
Blenders
Steam & Dry Irons
Ironing Boards
Elec. Ice Cream Freezers
Corning Ware
Mebnac Dish fiets
CYO%
+.r6r
ENctric Toasters

Canister Sets
Pyrex Dishes
Garden Hose
Garden Tools
Straw Hit,
Garden Supplies
Extension Cords
G. E. Hair Dryers
Electric Curler Sets
Electric Drills
Electric Saws
Wrenches
Tap & Die Sots
Chains
Copper Tubing
Plastic Tubing
Fencing
Screen
Stove Pipes
Electric Heaters
Garbage Cans
Pipe & Pipe Cutters
Staples
Nails
Nuts & Bolts
Flash Lights
Flash Light Batteries
NCR Cash Register
Gondolas
Shelving
Vices
Commercial Vacuum
Floor Polishers
Lawn Seeders
Fertilizer Spreaders
Many Misc Items Not Mentioned.

Electric Coffee Pots
Electric Toothbrushes
Electric Floor Polishers
Vacuum Cleaners
Electric Skillets
Electric Sunbeam Clocks
18 SHOTGUNS and RIFLES and AMMUNITION
For•More Information contact Jasper Jones 901424-3501.
AUCTIORTERS• LIQUIDATORS•APPRAISERS

,AUCTION'CO.

=ELM&

465 High Point Terrace, Memphis, Tem. 311122

901-324-3501

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
UNION CITY,TENN.
Sat. Juno 12th 10 A.M.

Friday that the station had offered to televise the interview
prior to the hockey game on the
same evening after Ford's people objected to the postponement. He said the Ford people
rejected the offer, saying that
the candidate was unavailable
to tape the broadcast.
Miller also said that one news
service failed to carry a report
published elsewhere about a
$10,000 legal fee paid to Combs
while he was in private law
practice after leaving the governor's office.
"This showed a lack of integrity," he asserted.
Miller did not identify the
news service, but was refernng
to the Associated Press.
"We knew about the story
four to six weeks in advance of
its publication but elected not
to use it in the campaign," he
said.
Miller contended there are
three sides to every story,
"There is my side, the opponents side and the truth. It is
your job to find the truth and
publish it."
He also questioned another
newspaper's use of a column
predicting that Combs would
win the election by 30,000 votes.
"There was no basis for such
a report," he argued.
The column, published by the
Lexington Herald, also contained a statement from Ford's
campaign manager that the
lieutenant governor would be
the nominee.
Miller, outlining what he feels
are the responsibilities of editors and publishers, cited a
case where a newsman was on
the payroll of a candidate for
office. He said the candidate
was not Ford.
He did not identify the newsman but /said, "We had to pay
him off. This is the worst thing
that can happen to your profession."
Miller, manager of the Green
River Rural Electric Cooperasaid every newspative
per's goal should be the publication of a straight news report. "This is what we would
like to see in the fall campaign," he said.
He appeared on a panel with
William Scent, a Paducah attorney, who called for more Ondepth reporting during political
campaigns.
As an example he cited Instances where individuals from
outside the state would donete
more than $500 to a campaign.
"I never siw one article explaining why a man from Gutside Kentucky would give mpney to a candidate," he said
Scent, who backed Combs in
the primary, said some new'
pens were prone to accept prep.
handouts at their face value.
"These should be labeled as
handouts when the reporter has
no opportunity to ask a candidate questions about what he
was supposed to have said," he
commented.
Scent also suggested that if
a candidate "is trying to peddle a lot of bull to the public
It should be reported'Rhat way
. , .if a candidate says the same

eorp.,

PEE!- 825.00 To

thing day after day, reported
that way."
Earlier, state Parks Commissioner Shirley Palmer-Ball challenged the KPA members to
help create a better climate in
this country by reporting some
of the good things that are happening.
"I have learned a good deal
that's right with our society today. But that's the part that we
don't hear much about because
most of the news we hear and
read is negative in nature," he
said.
Palmer-Ball, former alcoholic
beverage control commissioner,
acknowledged that there are
many problems facing this country, among them the attitude oil
the young.
He said it was no surprise that
the young experiment with
drugs, protest the war, and joie
a radical campus organized*
"They are seeking to find lie
leadership they have missed at
home and in the establishmen
their parents never seem to
question," he said.
Palmer-Ball, who has spent
three years in state government, said be was "appalled at
the way state government does
business., the endless red tape,
the delays involved in doing
things, the way they've bees
done from time immemorial,
the perpetuation of routines sine
ply because that's the way
things have always been done."
He said easier and more erncient ways must be found tip
streamline government. "I think
it is the job of the press to heti
create a public demand for neeessary reforms," he said.
Palmer-Ball said he takes a
particular interest in what happens to Jefferson County *cause that his his home.
"You would be amazed to
know the number of leader',
elected and otherwise, who really believe you sannot shut
prostitution if you want Louisville to continue to prosper ata
convention city.
"The leaders from our hig
corporations have trained thilir
army of salesmen to believe the
only way to entertain a custoiner is with wine, women ald

We

ore conducting this auction to settle the
late Haywood ionokin & James
Odum under the direction of Bruce Conley
Atty., & Administrator of the estate.
The owners willed their property
to the Cancer Society

Dip Taken By
Electronics
WASHINGTON—Employment
in U.S. electronic industries declined by about 107,000 people
and the value of shipments by
more than 7 per cent in 1970,
according to a Department of
Commerce report.

Americans Up 9.9 Pct.
OSLO — The number of Amer.
icans who traveled to Scandi.
navia last year totaled 477,352
—9.9 per cent more than id
1969. The number of Canadian
visitors rose 12.8 per cent to
53,591.
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EVERYONE WELCOME

NO ADMISSION CHARGE
• Pro. VON cs• se Moll lemalit PM& 10t.
00 Ir.
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Sale Managed cued cesducted ly

DON SMITH
iTcTioN co.
2112 Papier Memphis,Tow".327.21BS
AA U

RALPH ADAMS
License No. 351

MARTIN, TENNESSEE
Vie
S miles

held on

CALORIES AND MEAL PLANNING
this column we consistently
urge you to follow the four food
group pattern of meal planning
for good nutrition. We do this
because we firmly believe you
will do best if you choose wisely
from a wide variety of foods.
But obviously you have to keep
In

350

300

250

200

150

100

SO

within calorie limits, too.. Otherwise, you'll be overweight. To
help you do this, here's a chart
prepared by National Dairy Council that gives you calorie infor
mation specifically in the four
food group context. Clip it out
and save it for ready reference:
0

Last year there were 2.7 million brides. Half of them wore
formal wedding gowns and this
market exceeded $140 million at
the retail level.

WASHINGTON — Only about
34 countries publish national atlases. The United States recently published a 14-pound, 4:11page atlas that is available for
$100 from the U.S. Geolos)cal
Survey. It contains 336 pages of
multicolored maps and an index
with moer than 41,000 entries.
Loosely packed soil reacts
more violently to earthquakes
Man firmer soil, k is shown in
recent studies.

ann

Milk Group
Iblk anal* 1 olarelle 03 I
aka, tarn I plass Ot

i

Cr.... arnerpen or Seas I Walk
C.Oltage Cneeso erase's.) 2 Um) (1 0,1
ice cream wan.ne 9, Pall or ''CAP
flume I rep Al amen pai
Table cream or 9000 SOLO Cream I Itelp
Yogurt 0401

C610

Meat Group
Lew west fan poultry. ayerepe 30. 0001410

Frankfurter I 5031IPIe

tune pon, Y. Cup

Navy Peen sOup.

Obion County Fair Grounds
Union City, Tenn.
Saturday, June 11, 1971 10AM To.9PM

530,

Esg I thedlorn
Baked Peen

FLEA MARKET

CPO

Peanut Pune, 2 ION, (20,)

Admission: Adults 25c Children Under 12 Free

If you have anything to sell call

kIeCeront and owes*. b. coo
Vegetables and Fruits
Gras
,leafy ve0elablee .5 Cup cooked
Tomato or CV,01 I 0100.01 O'C, Cy,cooked

farm located

of

HAVE BOUGHT HOUSE IN TOWN—MOVING to DRESDEN
TRACT NO. 1-3 acre tract Improved with 6 room frame
herne—this home has 3 bedrooms, bath,
kitchen,
dining room, and den. The hem*
The tend lays
livingroom,

well

and has some

TRACT

able,
frontage

covered floors.

fruit and shade trees.

NO, 2—Contains 41

Balance Is

in

woods.

DE

236-2039 or 236-2137 for selling space.

Onion prim baby ..thas or GOT C. Cup cooked
Potato I reed.an Cooked or at sweet potato

Among the things on display for sale will

prepetrud or V Cup

Orange small

Cantaloupe CI 01e0n001 or I pawn
Fruit cooked ItgleN eweelened C, cue

he handmade wall plaques and pictures,

Apple I nk•Clturn
Bread

and

Breed I rnedn

Cereals
shoe

old coins, antiques, bronzed baby shoes.

Cereal cooked (5 Cul/
Cereal ready loeral In Cul,
Sweet roll I rnodoon (2 03 )
kOkceroni or 10451,0113 1 CII0 COOkOCI
I cup cooked ...Inched
Corn ems ennched C00.0

There will be drawings durig the day
This is Not An Auction

•Sarnple rmonwnsnded caleele Wye 6: Sew-age boys loge 1 4-1 11) end [astatine
Akothert • 3,000 doily; Teen-age girls (14-16) - 2,400; Expectant Mothers - 2,200,
Men (22.33) 2,000; and Wanton 122-35 • 2,000.

1970 BUICK Limited 225 4-door hardtop,
blue, vinyl top, V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, power windows,
power seats, factory air.
1970 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE wagon,
Tenn, tags, white, V8, standard shift,
extra nice.

1968 BUICK Wildcat 4-door sedan, Tennessee tag, white, V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air.

1969 CAMARO, Kentucky tag, gold color,
V8, standard transmission.

1968 OPEL LS, Kentucky tag, blue, 4-speed,
radio.

1969 IMPALA 4-door hardtop; Tenn. tags,
white, black vinyl roof, V8, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, factory
air, sharp!,
1968 CHEVELLE SS 2-door hardtop, Tenn.
tags, green, V8, automatic.

1967 CHEVELLE Station Wagon. Yellow
with Tenn. title. V-8 automatic with
power steering, power brakes and factory air.

1968 MUSTANG 2-door, V8, Kentucky tag
maroon, 4-speed.

1967 PONTIAC TEMPEST 4-door sedan;
Kentucky tag, white, V8, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, factory
air, 1-owner; local car!
1966 IMPALA 4-door Sedan. Bronze with
Tenn. title. V8 automatic and power
steering.

1968 IMPALA 4-door sedan, Tennessee tags,
white, V8, automatic, power steering,
power brakes, factory air.
1968 PONTIAC CATALINA 2-door hardtop,
Tenn. tags, green, green vinyl top, green
vinyl trim, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air, 1 owner;
extra nice!
1968 CHEVELLE 4-door sedan, Tenn. tags,
green, V8, automatic, power steering,
factory air.

acres of land with 26 acres tillThis tract will have good reed

with building site.

Those tracts will be sold separate and than offered toitonsor.
This Is a good opportunity to purchase a kerne on a small

acreage or a farm & home.

- FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: —
Mr. or Mrs. Lexie Richmond, Owners
Rt. 2 Martin, Tenn. Phone: 587-2701
Alexander Real Estate and Auction Sales
Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer
OPP. FIRST FEDERAL BLDG. 567-4722 or 917-3101
NIGHT: MARVIN I. ALEXASIDIIR 517-45611
Or WENDELL ALEXANDER 364-ins
MARTIN, TINNESSIIII
LICENSE No. 47
"Mere people are selling the Alin:ander way" — Writ* I.e.
brochure on our home, business and farm listings.

1968 CAPRICE 4-door hardtop. Blue with
Ky. tags. V-8 automatic, vinyl top, power steering, power brakes and factory
air.

ri

1966 FAIRLANE Station Wagon. White with
Tenn. title. V-8 automatic.
TE

We Have A Salesman On Duty Until fit
p. m. Monday thru Friday and on Saturday afternoons until 5: p. m.

"Rue the best deals are TAYLOR MADE"
"SEE INE IF TIESE SALESMEN" - ia
sist miles

Chuck Jordan, Mike Willams, Manus Williams,
Aubrey Taylor, Vernon Spraggs and Dan Taylor

111101tINIAT 307

811

1966 CHRYSLER 300 4-door hardtop, beige
V8, automatic, power steering, power
brakes, power windows, power seats,
factory air.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK
GMAC

1

1967 RAMBLER 2-door hardtop, Tenn. tags,
brown, V8, automatic, power steering,
power brakes; nice!

also has storm windows and

linoleum

1

Coleelaw Cl CUP

N. E. of Marti*

Read, From Martin take first blacktop road east
Midsouth Milk Producers on Oklahoma Street and proceed north to the first gravel road to the right,
proceed east 1
mike and take first gravel road to the left, then 1 m16 4
farm. Turn west off Ralston & Campground blacktop at first
gravel road north of Hyndsver & Ralston
intersection.
on Pierce

deers. hardwood &

WES.

SW

SAT.,JUNE 12, 1971; 10:00 A. M.
Sale will be

Council

Only 35 Countries
Have National Atlas

Palmer-Ball said he saw tto
reason for negative thoughts Or
actions.'and edded "get up of
your apathy, take a good hard
look at what's going on in your
city and state and if you don%
like it, do something about it
If you do like it, say so."

PUBLIC AUCTION

/MEM EQUIPMENT
143 IA. 0
: len bock wntelist body (only 5100 wiles).
Nord
avow w.3 pt. hltdt..lean Diem Tract. Mean Or
will power
siserIng, II/41 Fete Wawa. Coe Combine audio 44
(Nora,
an. vs.), (2) Wagons. Fertiliser wee*, plows. 121-3
wheel
01111•41. Itenaaset, 3. 0.
nay retie, fertiliser wr.ad01,
0, a15lsocker..1.0.
lortilaer simmer mow Ides)
JD. dards.% elecirk grasier. sib *Sweet
,
. pestasne erla ler
Pent Truk),scup elbseintott ter feed Trader, etelet trotter,
stack daste, i&Culleisolt OW., sew Me. 1.41,
sheep
Posies, brows, Issb,

Consultant, National Dairy

Fulto

song..."

NIACHINIItY—ANTIGIUM-ITr.
estate of this

N. Hursh, M.D.

CHICAGO—About one-third of
all active U.S. physicians are
In research, public health, hospital administration, industry or
teaching. Physicians providing
day-to-day family care—general practitioners, Internists and
pediatricians—total about 50 per
100,000 population.
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Fulton, Ky.
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20 PIECE SET'
.
ETERNA STONEWARE
Lid 7 1"EKCO

MOD

ntries
71 Atlas

- Only about
I national at:
tates recentI-pound. 431available for
Geological
338 pages of
it'd an index
100 entries.
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Only $
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By Patronizing us

Whole

' REGISTER AT OUR STORE )4'
i

WE REDEEM U.S. GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
STRONGHEART

99
WESSON OIL
TISSUE 41i„%2
CAKE MIX

10 - 16-oz. Cans

.9PM
12 Free

call

mull

$1.00

HUNe -S

48-oz.

32-oz. Bottle

CATSUP

ON
130:29C

U.S. CHOICE

Quart ___ _ 49c

SALAD DRESSING

DUNCAN HENES
or
PILLSBURY

19
30,7Z'

I—KELLY'S

SALMON

Lb.

FAT BACK

25c

Lb. 19c

NECK BONES

REELFOOT
SMOKED
LB.

39

BOSTON BUTT

PORK

VIENNA SAUSAGE 45-oz. Cans $1.00

STEAK

GEORGIAN
10 Roll Pack _ _ _ _ _ _ 89c

TISSUE

Lb. 49c

PORK ROAST

C

T
c a1179c
n

I

99

FRESH - MEATY

390 PICNICS

CHIEF CHUM

day

LB.

LB.

BLUE PLATE

;hoes.

Lb. 89c

HAM

SLAB SLICED

69c

4 - Pk.

SNACK PAK

ictures,

CENTER SLICES

ROUND

WITH

HUNT'S

de will

Lb. $1.39

TOP ROUND

LBS.

J U DI.

49c

DELTA

;pace.

2*

lb.

BONELESS

SMOKED SLICED

DOC TODD

OIL

FRyERs
3 Isl
STE i K
9
4,
BACON

Grade A

WESSON

ids

III

Tennessee
L'S tist,
,
7
4
-11
Nt
I-°'S
Country Skillet

THE PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD FROM WED.
8:00 A.M. THRU MON. 8:00 P.M.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT.

ff`
4

C I

if,.

LARGE
(by the piece) _ _ Lb. 39c

BOLOGNA

.••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••t•••••••••••••••••,••••••••••••••••4
LIBERTY BREAD

PORK & BEANS
_

• 24-oz. Pullman

35c t
.

ea.

•
PRIDE.
20-oz. Round Top

lMS

30c
.Butt

ea.

(8-limit)

t ROLLS Brown & Serve
I Pkg. of 8

ea. _ _ _ _

25c.

,

0

5 to 7 LB, AVG,

lb.

Portion A CHICKEN
.
A CHICKEN

BREAST
THIGHS
A CHICKEN WINGS
v CHICKEN BACKS & NECKS

Lb. 59c
_ _ Lb. 59c

494.

lb.

lb,

59t

.

V
.
Hamburger & Hot Dog Buns

FRESH DRESSED

:
Shank

Southern Belle

Portion
.
$

300
cans

ILLLNIOS

.E
•
•

•

ea. 31c •

1 BAC0

Lb. 29c

Lb. 15c

-4•••4
•••••••••••••
.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
p•••••••••••••
•••4
•
4
90,
.

N

Sacragonto • .

CANS

Tennespower

fir.

I-speed,

Yellow

Lc with

nd

fac-

n. tags,

Leering,

sedan;

,omatic,
factory

te

with

power

), beige
power

• seats,

ite with

ruin fit
thy if-

Cc)
emb—lt

KT.

$11
PEANUT

GRADE A
MEDIUM

12-oz.

MEAT

FRANKS

SHEDDS
TALI,

EGGS
BILTMORE LUNCHEON

6 - 303 Cans $1.00

PEAS GREEN

BUTTER

12-oz Jar _ _ _ 39c

3

DOZEN

1

cans

L , RD

0

79c

CHARMIN ( White and Assorted)

4k

FRESH

(RE A
RoAsT

n

$1 1

tb.
o11ed and tied

Lb. 79c

Boneless

BOAST

.

.
Heinz Strained

6 1/2 oz. can

MORTON'S
.

i

4 3/4oz.

Lb. $1.19

5

MORTON MEAT
CHICKEN
BEEF
TURKEY

.DEL MONTE

l
ptoz. $11

STEAK
a SIRLOINTIP

4 - RollPack

REELFOOT
4-LB,
CTN.

4

PET RITZ

Lb. 49c

CHUCK

79 PIES
,
490.
.
PICKLE 490 t TUN A
:Baby Food
TOWELSVIVA
To TOES
39t
49
3
OLEO
. 0 CORN
NAs
i
38c.ozs.33BAN
B SCLIITS
RAINBO

Lb. 39c

BEEF LIVER

BONELESS RUMP

SNACK DINNERS

TISSUE

49
PIES

PORK BRAINS

12oz.
Pkg.

$11

/ NEW FROM HUNT'S WESSON

lb.

Rindless

FRESH

REELFOOT SKINLESS

-

MACKERAL

1

Sliced

MISS WISCONSIN

SWEEPSTAKES JACK

4

Chickasaw

no.'2 1/2 $

HALVES

8-oz.

$1

. TV

ERSixd.

Chicken
QUART JAR
Hamburger
Meat loaf
V
. (Limit-10)
.
Dill Slices
DAILY
jar
Turkey
........................................................................

JUMBO
ROLL

WHITE

/

NO.
2 1/2

STATE FAIR

cans

$1

&
ASSORTED

TEXSUN

TENNIE WENNIE CREAM STYLE

Grapefruit

Orange z.

OR WHOLE

$111

PARKAY

303 CAN

QUARTERS

SUNKIST

LBS.

KERNEL

()Ns

39t
0

DOZEN

JUICE

BALLARD
PILLSBURY
PUFFIN

Golden Ripe

10

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
WESSON OIL

24.4m.

100 — S & II GREEN STAMPS — 100
29c

With this coupon and $7.50 addit. purchase.
Excluding Milk and Tobacco Products.
(Void After June 16, 1971)

With this coupon and $5 00 addit purchase
Exeluding Dairy
.
.
•
.
Products.
and Tobacco
Limit 1 Per Family
(Veld After Juni 16, 1171)

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
SAVE

14AxwEL[ IMAxwELL

DRIVE DETERGENT (Save 56c) 9k

With This Coupon — Reg. $1.55 (Xing Size)

LB.1

-''
- <

(Vold After June 16, 1971)
_
WC

10
HousrcoFFEE

, --7-_

q Hoof LLB. 85t
coupon
___If IN
with

this

only

"

Limit-one per family • Coupon expires_ 6/13/71

,..-7......-:

k.::...
-.

S7,4-

Air Show Is Major Event
Of Paducah Summer Festival
The major event of the 1971
Paducah Summer Festival,
July 141, will be an air show
spelleOred by the Klwanis Club.
A ski show also will be presented by the Evansville Ski
Club, preceded by an amateur
ski contest.
The annual Ride Around the
Rivers will take place on the
preceding Sunday. July 4, with
the finalists of the Miss West
Kentucky Waterways competition as the honored guests. The
Rotary Club is sponsoring the
event this year.
The a n n tra I sidewalk sale
under the auspices of the downtown merchants will be held all
day July 9 and will continue
nen the remetag when the !Carnival of Music will take place

on Broadway. Broadway will be
closed to through traffic, beginning about 6 p.m., and singera and entertainers will perform on the street corners. The
highlight of the evening will be
the crowning of Miss West Kentucky Waterways.
A teenage dance will end the
first night of the festival. The
Jaycees will be in charge.
The Karnival for Kids will be
held July 10 at Barkley Park,
ieginning in the morning. Fun
for the youngsters will include
the watermelon steal, the Tom
Sawyer fence-painting contest
and a new feature, a clown contest for girls.
Before the full-scale air show,
there will be a model airplane
show sponsored by the Model
Airplane Club.

FORSYTHE CABINET SHOP
KITCHEN CABINET'S-BATH VANITIES
Cabinets made in shop and installed in your home

COMPLETE KITCHEN REMODELING SERVICE

308

Including Wiring and Plumbing
NEW HOME CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATES GIVEN
BROADWAY-Across from Martin Carpet Center

k DAY PH. 587.4157

NITE PH. 587.6U77
&••••56.9zsose.smoz!z5

SPECIAL PRICES
T
ON CLOSE-OU
PAINT AND
WALLPAPER

See u before you bay.
(No white paint on solo)

Exchange Furn. Co.
FULTnN. KY.

On the evening of July 10,
Del Reevs and Company will
present a country and western
music program.
The water events are set for
the afternoon of July 11. At 8
p.m., the Ft. Campbell Army
Band will play for an hour.
From 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., there
will be a gospel singing concert.
The festival will end with the
traditional fireworks display.
The winning photographs from
the photo contest, which ends
July 1, will be on display during
the festival.
'The special guest of the testival this year will be Miss Dominion of Canada, Miss Norma
Hickey of Darnley, Prince Edward Island.

Leaf Rust Is Widespread,
Army Worms Are Found

Last year more than 811,800
gallons of bourbon were exported to Europe from the
U.S., compared to about 81,000
gallons in 1961.

Thursday,June 10, 1971
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Train for tomorrow.

In the U.S. Army Reserve.

carefully and apply control trolling small elm trees in his nomeasures when 4 to 6 worms per till corn field. Elm trees have
come up real thick on about an
square foot are found.
Leaf Rust is also fairly acre of his corn, near several old
widespread in Obion County elm trees, but we think 2-4D may
wheat fields It is difficult to control the young elms.
New standard sizes for lumber
estimate any yield reductions
which might occur due to leaf have been adopted through the
rust Wheat which is well along in National Bureau of Standards.
maturity will probably not suffer This was done in cooperation with
lumber producers, distributors
greatly from this disease.
and users.
WORKING A GARDEN?
Although dressed lumber has
One of my good friends just
north of Union City has been been smaller than its indicated or
size, the new dressed
"nominal"
relieved of working in his wife's
garden this summer. They sizes will be even smaller.
For example, a 2 x 4 whew
decided to plant a garden in a
corner of his corn field which he dressed down was I S x 3 % inThe new standards speciPy
ches.
e.
rdee
aAtrgazin
that it should be 1 Is a 315 inches
s wwitthth
houierd
terPrro:gmerg
No Southern Corn Leaf Blight hAafd
ciear
ailed wood and 1 9-16 x 3
has been found in the 1911 crop in tiller, spending several dollars for
inches for green wood. This
Zweewee to this date. States for garden seed, working with a 9-16
same size reduction also applies
Nuthich have reported this dietetic hoe and rake the garden was
dimension lumber, such
other
to
recItide:
Florida, planted
x 18
.. usAp
pcIG
et
After a shower the garden as 2 xF6E,
Illasiasippi, Texas, Missouri anti
SALES
FEEDER
Kentucky. In these states, other came up to a good stand-but the
Florida, only an extremely Atrazine has given good control June 14 - Huntingdon
fib plants have been found to be of all weeds and grass, along with June 15 - Lexington
infested.
all the vegetables except the June 16 Selmer
Army worms continue to be sweet corn. This man's wife is not June 17 .- Dresden
lewd in a lot of Obion County too happy about the garden, but June 21 - Dyersburg
Wheat fields but, as of the latter OUT farmer friend has been
pin of last week, only a small relieved of working a garden this
umber of wheat fields were summer.
Dam To Ease Park's
We won't reveal the identity of
blasted enough to need control
measures. Our recommendations this farmer but his partner I)rought Problems
JOHANNESBURG — Construcam to watch your wheat fields cannot help him much with the
garden situation because he tion of what will be the largest
has a problem of his own. The dam in Kruger National Park
Desert Car On
partner is occupied with con- will start next year on the 011Display In Canada
tants Rive r. On the western
boundary of the park, the dam
OTTAWA—The Canadian War Small Device
will be part of a $3.5 million,
Museum has on exhibit the Ford Tests Quality
five-year plan to overcome frecar specifically modified for
Concrete
quent serious drought problems. 41.
Viscount Alexander for use in Of Wet
WASHINGTON — A 12-pound
the desert campaigns from
a portable
Cairo to Tunis and later in device resembling
radio with a three-foot aerial
Sicily and Italy.
may reduce the job of replacing
It has such accessories as. a inferior sections of new highway
tires,
sun compass, extra-wide
concrete.
wooden gunwales on each side
Battery-operated, the instruof the body, a metal stirrup by ment measures the cement con11111111=
field
marshall entered, tent of wet concrete ntle
which the
a second windscreen erected be- through a probe containing two
hind the front seat to shield radioactive sources. In less than
against blowing sand, and racks a minute it shows how much
cement the mix contains and
for guns.
To save water, a rubber tube whether it meets specifications.
At present, highway inspecwas inserted through a hole in
to
the radiator cap to drain off tors have no practical way
the condensation into a contain- make quality tests until after
the mix has hardened.
er on the front bumper.

By Joe Mania
Exteoslea Leader
Obion County farmers are still
very much concerned about the
appearance of their corn crop
which we continue to get an
=malty large number of calls.
The cool weather hes caused i
he of the corn to have a light
dolor, silvery streaks, white
colored streaks, yellow streaks,
and a number of spots on the
cern have been caused by insects
AMON the corn sev'eral weeks
:Me. After a few days, when
jackets to keep warm are not
worn by farmers early in the
-morning, this situation should

Faculty Family
Sets Precedent tun
With Scholarship
MURRAY, Ky. — A faculty
family in the department of
physics and astronomy at Mirray State University has set a
precedent with a $900 contribution to provide a scholarship
for an incoming freshman physics student.
Dr. James M. Kline, chair.
man of the department of physics and astronomy, said the
anonymous donation marks the
first time a scholarship award
of this amount has been provided by a faculty family.
Calling the gesture a "tangible
demonstration of interest in students," Kline said "the ides ,of
professional educators providing
educational opportunity for others is quite appropriate."
The scholarship was presented, along with a $350 departs
mental scholarship, to Helen
Louise Simms of Earlington at
Earlington High School commencement exercises Tuesday
evening, June 1.

Fulton, Ky.

YORK
and Cooling Comfort Makers
— SALES AND SERVICE —

Heating

NORTH AMERICAN
REFRIGERATION AND HEATING CO.
300 College, South Fulton 479-2551
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Naugahyde Recliner Chair _

$48.88
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LARGE SELECTION OF COLORS!

Mattress & Box Spring, Complete,$58.88

cover
Guaranteed to
'
tte
washab
one coat.
any color in
Guaranteed
•
5 years.
:
in one hOUr
• Dries
clean-uP in water'

White Gloss
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• Oil
base
exterior interior a d
gloss enamel.
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surfacese.ed,
Durable
safe for
Children's rooms
and
furniture.
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•

2- Piece Sofa Bed Suite

$109.95

5 Piece Dinette Suite

$34.88

NOI

Commercial-type Carpet, $4.48 Sq. Yd.
Large Selection of Carpet Remnants

Mei

Deluxe Model Avocado Gas Range $95.00I
(USED ONLY 6 MONTHS)

Speed (been Wringer-Washer __ $138.88
(WITH PUMP)

Guaranteed to cover
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lading, staining and
yellOwing 8 years.

MAGICOLOR ANTIQUE-IT
Lets you go antiquing without leaving home

388&488

Antique anything old and make it look new an.
tique anything new and make It look old. Old
furniture, unfinished pieces, paneling frames. No
need to remove old finish. everything you need
Is in th• kit

OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
UNION CITY, TENN.
REELFOOT AVE.
REGULAR STORE HOURS: MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9 AM TO 9 PM

Wood Tones
Gold Tones
Bronze Tones

•

- Foot Chest Freezer

$219.95

Vinyl Floor Covering

99c Sq. Yd.
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MSU Grads Told They Represent Fulton, Ky. Thursday, June 10, 1971 Page 5
Modern Outboard Motor 'Paragon
'Finest Generation Ever Known' Of
Efficiency in Pollution Battle

'age 4

1971 appealed to the graduating class
*UR RAY, Ky.
university and college graduates not to underestimate what an
represent "the finest generation individual can do to change unever known," Dr. Donald R., desirable conditions. "There's
Herren declared tonight at the a great need today for dedicated
48th spring Baccalaureate serv- lives," he said.
"Achievement of your goals
ces at Murray State University.
!"They have more honest-to-God may seem impossible at times,"
concern for others and are more he said, "but you must not be
'twilling to make personal sacri- deterred from contributing your
fices for others than previous talents to the right leadership."
But he cautioned the students
'generations."
The youthful, dynamic minis- to be careful not to march to
"the
beat of distant drums" lest
ter of the Southern Hills United
Methodist Church in Lexington that response make it possible

At least two of the major
manufacturers of outboard
motors are making significant contributions to reducing air and water pollution
At a recent seminar for the
country's top boating writers,
it was shown that the modern outboard motor is the
paragon of internal combustion efficiency—which means
clean exhaust.
Emissions from a Johnson
The population of Israel 50 horsepower outboard, as
reached the three million mark monitored during a one-mile
pollution test, amounted to
early this year.

"for some foreign ism to make
in and take us over."
Dr. Herron stressed the person-to-person relationship in all
aspects of life for the betterment of the world. "You are
now being called forth to meet
tomorrow with the highest and
loftiest ideals. Each one has
something to offer those who
will come later."

two ounces. That's four tablespoons in a housewife's terminology. To a bartender, it's
a shot of booze.
Evidence that outboard
motor makers are involved In
the environmental fight is
shown by appointment this
past year of Howard Larson,
Outboard Marine Corporation Vice President for Environmental Affairs. OMC Is
the parent company to the
Johnson Motors Division of
Waukegan, Illinois.

JANE PARKERIIINESIr
BIG

WHITE
BREAD ..••••••••
Coahoma
Star Signs
At Murray

MAN AND MACHINE -A new Telegem Unit x-ray machhie puis
been added to the Radiology Department at Obion County
milliamps; can
General Hospital. The machine, rated at 1200,
conduct a number of diffOrent examinations without special
Other
x-ray
machines
in
the
department
accessory equipmer12.
are 300, 750 and 1,000 milliamps. According to Jesse Jones,
de
ttl bead who works hvi.titi‘patieut here, the timing cirperilitorA04104,gxpoures
S
cul ‘of 14e*hew machine allow
'as liff1,000of a second. oltnachlinei alai) incorporates a
as
television motoring system. Operating the console here is Ben
Riley, staff technician. The machine and installation, being
twain on a leaike-purchase arrangement, cost $85,000!

And Railroad
$tarted Scone Day
Canal

Tea Bricks Used
As Chinese Currency

HONG KONG—For 900 years
XALTIVORE—President John
tea cast into bricks was used
Qelney Adams turned the first
as currency in China, Tibet;and
spadeful of earth for the Chesaother Asian countries. The
peake and Ohio Canal July 4.
standard tea brick issued by
first
the
the
same
day
IBS,
in the IOU — folly inspqmens driven for the Sal- Tibet
scribed with the value and the
tintitre and Ohio Railroad. The
name of the' issuing bank—was
systians were to compete in
mixed will wood to make it
MoVing freight westward.
more durtble.

NOW Thru
SATURDAY

MURRAY, Ky. — Layman
Williamson, 6-3 guard of Coahorns, Miss.. Junior College, has
signed a basketball grant with
Murray State University.
Williamson, whose home is
Greensboro, N. C., averaged 27
points a game for Coahoma last
season and had a single-game
high of 55 points. He has been
Coahoma's leading scorer for
the last two years and has been
named to the all-regional junior
college team twice. He hit 55
per cent of his field goal attempts and 85 per cent of his
free throws last season.
Williamson led the Tigers to
dm semi-finals of the Region
VII JUCO Tournament at Paducah Community College last
season. He scored 80 points In
three games including a tournament-high 35-point effort against
Martin College.
Bill Gains, veteran Coahoma
coaeh, calls Williamson the best
altiutkmd player he has had at
Coahoma. During the last two
seasons Coahoma has won 55
games and lost IL
Murray Coach Cal Luther
called Williamson one of the
finest junior college guards he
had seen in years. "He has
great speed and jumping ability," Luther said, "and his scoring average and shooting percenter prove his shooting ability. We think he'll be a tremendous asset to our team next year
and I'm cotmting on his being
a starter."
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
Williamson of Greensboro, Wil• Ben E.
hainson is a grad..
Smith High School.

TWO B-I-G
472-1651
FULTON,KY.

HITS!

ONE BRAIN WANTS TO LOVE,
ONE BRAIN WANTS TO KILL!
Science runs amok to create...

500 Airports
In Vietnam
SAIGON—South Vietnam hos
tete than 5011,airports and bellnom. mod of them developed
m meet wartime needs and MS
tatiliarUY %berated-

SLICED

SUPER-RIGHT
FUUY COOKED

— ALSO —
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X - NAY EYES

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY

‹ItTi;na Saida
bowel,*did
/nerdy my
Ala*day.

Allgood Bacon— i LB.PKG.63
PLATTER SLICED
Boum
ENDS & PIECES

TOMATO
SAUCE

11457t

(3 Ls& & DOWN)

SMALL SIZE

Spare Ribs

-LB.69
69
58
594

stirps
FIRST CUT

SEMI-BONELESS

HAM

12 OZ.PKG

Frogs

LB

ia
i ivrfisb Steaks
3 RIVERS

1 LB.PKG/
.14

P
D ShrimpCAP'N. JOHN'S

I LS.PKG

Fish .8k Gips
KAHN'S CHUNK
Braumsdnvelger.

69

EARLY
PEAS

MY'S EARLY

LB.49

JUNE PEAS

SUPER-MGHT

SEAT ON A 611W

$ 00

LB.

Pori Gaps
SUPER-RIGHT SKINLESS

WI1011
OR IIAU

GROUND
BEEF

17 OZ.

Li.

CANS

5 LB. PKG. OR MORE

DEL MONTE

1 LIBBY'S WHOLE KERNEL
GOWEN CORN

TOMATO JUICE

CRKAMY OR CHUNK
SKIM Id OZ. JAR 594

34C6.%-$1°°

PEANUT BUTTER
WITH THIS COIIPON
Good Only Al A&P Food Stores
Coupon Good Thru Sat.. lune 12
Rea. Price Without Crmoon
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

5

170Z.$1100
CANS

PRIX BLEACH
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la
tt
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EGUSTIRKI
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GAL.$1
245BTL.

00

Peas

GOOD TRU SAT„ JUNE 12

GOLDEN RIPE

2HEADED
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.
nn AMERICAN INTERNMIONAL

[YES.

FOOD BUDGET SAVINGS

The Incredible
TRANSPLANT

10 OZ.

BANANAS
( 162:594 )

THUR.. FRI., SAT.,
JUNE 10-11-12
Clint Eastwood

LB.

Eli Wallach

"THE GOOD,
THE13ADit
113$ THE UGLY"
IDANO MISSET

—

MOSQUITO
SQUADRON"

MORTON

POTATOES

CREAM PIES
CIGARETTE
in.& rut,
$2.62

San., Mon.,Tues., We:
Juno 13-14-15-16
ADULTS ONLY
Under 18 Not Admitted

CARTON

diary of a
mad housewife

a frank perry film IN iss
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE TECHNICOLOR'
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14410
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NrhgAINIVITSARY
CELEBRATION

Come in.. . see our many Magnavox Anniversary
values that are now specially priced—including
Stereo Custom Component Systems, Stereo
Consoles and Portables, Radios, Tape Recorders,
Monochrome TV ... and magnificent COLOR TV!

ci
Complete
with
Headphone!

Anniversary Priced

*ow

SO

NOW ONLY $9995

fl

Portable Stereo Phonograph—model
2517 offers the full enjoyment of your favorite
recordings. It has two detachable or swingout speakers plus a precision Automatic Player
that lets your records last a lifetime.

01

rim
LEI
you:
Pool

çrr

THAI
SEM
45W 1
Louis

Anniversary Priced
NOW ONLY S8495
12" diagonal measure' Portable TV—
model 109 will bring you photo-sharp 72 sq.
in. pictures—even from distant or difficult
stations. It has telescoping antenna and retractable carrying handle for true portability.

apartments. Each will bring you wonderful listening with
10-Watts EIA music power, four speakers that project
sound from cabinet sides and front, plus a precision Automatic Player. Mediterranean styling—model 3323, Contemporary—model 3320; Early American—model 3322.

NOW ONLY
, row

11

Slim and trim model 6104 will bring you vivid 69 sq. in.
pictures with such extra quality Magnavox features as
Automatic Color Purifier and the exclusive Bonded Circuitry chassis with Keyed AGC for superior reception and
lasting reliability. Perfect on tables, shelves or bookcases.

Anniversary Priced
NOW ONLY

IL

$3995

Modestly-priced Cassette Recorder—
model 9030 operates on batteries or on AC
with adaptor (both included). Also with
—111icr6phdrie, e hoccbibryZ case and
blank cassette. An exceptional value!

11" diagonal measure COLOR PORTABLE!

TA_C

229

TOTAL
AUTOMATIC
COLOR SYSTEM

TAC keeps flesh tones natural—pictures sharp
—automatically! No jumping up to adjust controls—no green or purple faces! Switch channels . . . let the scene change—TAC always
remembers to give you perfectly-tuned pictures with the right colors every time!

Sanuldted TV Prctu,

BIG SCREEN COLOR TV
with AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING
Switch channels as often as you wish—these outstanding Ma9navox values will also give you a
perfectly-tuned Ultra-Bright 23" diagonal measure
picture—instantly and automatically. They also include Quick-On pictures and sound plus Chromatone
for added picture depth and richer colors. Early
American—model 7104; Contemporary—model
7102. See these outstanding values today I

Your Choice
Anniversary Priced

NOW ONLY

$449

D. ENJOY TODAY'S BIGGEST
PICTURE...plus revolutionary TAC I
Model 7120 has a huge 315 sq. in.
Ultra -Rectangular, Ultra-Bright screen
for more viewing area with clearer pictures and less glare . . . plus the most
fabulous life-like realism you've ever
seen I It also has Chromatone, Quick-On,
and every Magnavox advanced feature.

Anniversary
Priced
NOW ONLY

WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By-Pass Fulton, Kentucky

IN(
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earni
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/01.1
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Anniversary
Priced
NOW ONLY

Anniversary Priced S199

Open
periel
view
479-1

WE
You
used.
South

Compact Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phonographs—only 36" wide, are perfect for smaller rooms or

Your Choice

Nee

499 .madj
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Miss Eagle,Longtime Department Chairman,Will Return To MSU Teaching Post
MURRAY, Ky. — Miss Clare
Eagle, since 1949 chairman of
the Department of Arts at Murray State University, will relinquish that position and return to a teaching status, effective June SO, it has been announced by Dr. Joe Prince,
dean of the School of Fine arts

CLASSIFIED ADS
So MIJCIL . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Onty 5tpe'r word
to reach
6,500 Homes 1
LET US BOARD and groom
your small animals. Pamper
Poodle Parlor. 479-2229.
TRUCK LINES
CITY AND ROAD DRIVER
TRAINING. Call or write
SHERIDAN TRUCK LINES,
4510 Poplar Level, 502-589-4163,
Louisville, Kentucky, 40217.

LADIES!
Need cash? Earn extra money
in your spare or full time.
Openings in this area; no experience necessary. For interview call South Fulton (day)
479-1964 or (nite) 479-2259.
INCOME TOO SMALL? With
full or part time Rawleigh
Home Service Plan, many
earning $3 hourly and up. Write
giving phone No.: Ray Harris,
Rawleigh Co., Freeport, Illinois or call 815-232-4061 between 8 and 4:30.

WE MAKE DRAPES FREE;
you pay only for the material
used. P. N. Hirsch & Company,
South Fulton, Tenn.
tiENT Wheelchairt crutches
and other couvaleseent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Like
EL
Fulton, KY

I *ANTED!
IDage

r

Isom 'This

k !
iL

TIRES TRUED

4 whith Bdanced
:WEEMS ALIG

City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line
IN - 1% 4194041

call them," she continued, "was
programs at Murray State.
at the university.
*There was an clitf World in old linoleum whenever any
Miss Eagle made her wishes
known to leave the chairman- War 11 plane in front of Wil- was removed or replaced anyship more than a year ago son Hall, placed there by the where on the campus. We used
while recovering from a major Navy," she said, "and for sev- this in our graphics classes.'
heart attack suffered on May eral years, the students and 1
A similar problem existed in
17, 1909, Dr. Prince pointed out. would salvage the metal from her early art history classes.
With very little to work with
After July 1, she will have it to use in our classes.
"Another source for badly In the way of visuals, she has
three basic responsibillties—the
teaching of beginning and ad- needed 'found' materials, as we traveled extensively in adding
vanced photography; directorship of the art gallery in the
new addition to the Fine Arts
Building, and the directorship
of the federally-supported programs for cultural enrichment
In the West Kentucky area, now
In its third year.
Miss Eagle holds two degrees
from Ohio State University,
and currently is working toward
a second master's degree at
the Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, N.Y.
A native of Columbus, Ohio,
she came to Murray State in
September, 1946, from Findlay,
Ohio, where she had been
supervisor of art in the city
schools. Her first assignment
at Murray was to teach art
history and design.
Chairman and the only other
full-time member of the department at the time was the late
Mrs. Mary Ed Mecoy Hall. In
the tall of 1948, Miss Eagle was
named acting chairman of the
department when Mrs. Hall became ill, and was appointed
chairman following her death
In February, 1949.
Since that time, the department has grown to 17 full-time
instructors, one part-time
teacher and five graduate assistants. The number of students majoring in art has grown
from 25 to more than 235.
At the outset of her chairmanship, only one degree program
was offered at Murray State—
a bachelor of science in an art
area with a major in teaching.
Today, three undergraduate
degree programs are available,
as well as two master degrees
—the master's in art education &:
10
and in studio art.
The number of students graduating with degrees in art dos".
tag her chairmanship will total
304 when the 38 graduating this
year receive their diplomas
June S. 'There were no graduates in art in 1948 and only
two in 1947," she recalled.
Her works have been displayed and have won top honces
In mares or arts and crafts exhibits across mid-America, including the American Craftsmen Council Invitational Exhibidon at Gadinburg, Tam.,
C1,08641P
and the Mississippi River
Crafts Show at Memphis, Tam.
Her most recent exhibits
have been in silversmithing and
Jewelry design areas, along
with photography, in which she
Is keenly interested.
She recalls with a chuckle
some of the difficulties encountered in the early days as
she/MINNA to initiate similar
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At THERAGRAN 100 FREE
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MULTIPLE VITAMINS
loo WITH 30 FREE

-

FREE WITH
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100 FREE

MOISTURELLE
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25 TABLETS
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RICE
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100 FREE
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FREE WITH
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100 FREE
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100 FREE
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S. P. MOORE & COMPANY
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III IL lassamoy

,Piis coop

STA P-EDE

COMPARE AT '1.19

SATMFAIITION WARM= ON AMY IIROK

ada. She also taught one semes- known in her field and is a unusual opportunity in the need
ter on the Chapman College much sought-after speaker for for a quality art department at
Around the World cruise, now arts and craf ts and civic Murray State which would offer
not only the necessary service
known as World Campus Afloat groups.
"I had planned to stay only facilities but also art extensive
and with which Murray State
is affiliated through Chapman a couple of years when I first art major for the young people
came to Murray," she recalls, of this area."
College in California.
Twice president of the Ken- "but I saw the challenge of an
tucky Art Education AssociaThursday, June 10, 1971 Page 7
tion, Miss F,agle is widely Fulton Ky.

THERE'S A QUALITY

PAIN
SALE

.1-Coat Covers any color
•Whitest Outside Paint you can
•Formulated to "Breathe"
•Dries in minutes
•Clean up with soap &water

more than 6,000 slides of the
world's most famous art treasures as well as its architectural wonders to the department's
slide library of more than
15000.
Her travels have carried her
all over Europe, the Middle and
Far East as well as across the
United States Mexico and Can-
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STAMPS
FREE WITH
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OF 25 ALKA SELTZER

50 TABLETS
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LAXTIVER
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EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

QUALITY
STAMPS

FREE WITH
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50 FREE
QUALITY
STAMPS

t

FREE WITH PURCI4ASE OF
1 5/8 OZ COPPERTONE TANNING BUTTER
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10 LB CHARCOAL

100 FREE

BRIQUETS

QUALITY
STAMPS

.''

FREE WITH
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OF 10 LB BAG CHARCOAL

EVERYDAY
SUPER D PRICE

PAPER PLATES

100 FREE

ioo - 9" BUNDWEAR

75

t

QUALITY
STAMPS

FREE WITH
PURCHASE
OF 100 BUNDWEAR PAPER PLATES

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

LOWEST PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERYDA\
CONVENIENT LOCATION
106 NAILING STREET
(NEXT TO E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET)
UNION CITY, TENN.

bu

DISCOUNT DRUGS

PHONE 885-6558
OPEN - SAM TO 9PM MONDAY thru SATURDAY
WE RESERVE THE NIGH! TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

STOREWIDE SUPER DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY
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WHOLE
LB.

FRYERS
290

PORK CHOPS
69C

SMOKED PICNICS
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

COUNTRY STYLE

CENTER CUT

LFOOT

6 to 8# WHOLE
39
AVERAGE LB.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

BREAST

Lb. 5k

THIGHS

Lb. 49c

LEGS and THIGHS
GIZZARDS
WINGS

Lb. 39c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 23c

BACKS
NECKS
LEGS

Lb. 15c
Lb. 10c

BREAKFAST

END - CUT

Lb. 59c

PORK CHOPS

Lb. 75c

CHOPS

Lb. 33c

FRYERS

Lb. 35c

Lb. 6k

EAT

CHICKENS

Lb 35c

Lb. 33c

FRYER HALVES

SLAB BACON
39c

4 to 8 #
AVERAGE LB.

12oz.
Pkg.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

WHOLE OR
HALF SLAB

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY

JUICE
7-oz.

4k

PT - 0 - MY

T

c

1k

WITH THIS dOUPON

49

DRESSING Qt

CATSUP

55c

Gallon

BISCUITS

TOMATO
20 oz.
BOTTLE
HART'S

6 Cans

$1.00

16-oz. 7Cans _ $1.00

VIENNA SAUSAGE 4For

$1.00

COFFEE

1 Lb. Mc

SPREADIT IMITATION

CHEESE SPREAD

INSIT COFFEE

64z.

$1.09

E. W. JAMES

2Lbs.,7k

TEA

1/2 Lb.

5k

t
59
FIELD CORN iAHRI&E 6
EARS

POLE

BEANS

Lb. 19c

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY
Plus Low Prices

CHEESE SPREAD _

2 Lb. $1.09

OLEO

EVR - CRISP

MERIT

ICE CREAM CONES 24 pack ___ 29c

SALTDIE

A

39
C

5 Lbs.

$1.110

Dr. PEPPER 28oz,
PEPSI COLA
COCA COLA 28oz.

WE HAVE PLENTY ICE COLD WATERMELONS
THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY JUNE 10th THRU WEDNESDAY JUNE 16th, 1971

P

GRADE

MARBEL

CLEARFIELD

'FOLGERS

JAMES

(#":

no

Sox; 3 For

BREAD

RANGE jUlaSealsiw2e t.Fcroze350 LARGE EGGS

OLD JUDGE

$1.00

1642 Rau

CORN
HYDE PARK

HORMEL 5-01.

CUT BEETS

3FOR$1

STOKELY'S

HYDE PARK

VINEGAR

STAMPS

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY

Kraft Miracle Whip Salad

AND AUDIT. 5.00 PURCHASE-EXCLUDING
AND ADDIT. 5.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
MILK AND TOBACCO PRODUC7S
MILK AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS
TAKES A 10.00 PURCHASETO GET BOTH ITEMS LISTED DINIAD WITH 5.00 PURCHASES

46oz.
CAN

LB. 59

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB

STOK ELY

6 1/2-oz.

LOIN SLICED
PLUS

ALTON

AIR FRESHNER

PORK QUARTER

BOX i

TEXSUN OR STOKELY'S
UNSWEETENED
GRAPEFRUIT

RENUZIT'S

CAKE MIXES

CHEER

LIMIT 1 COUPON
PER FAMILY

Lb. 59c

LIVER

NECK BONES

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

REG. SIZE

Lb. 6k

FRESH MEATY PORK

FRANKS
55c

WITH THIS COUPON
WASHING POWDER

Lb. 9k

RIBS
BEEF

STEAKS

Lb. 69c

KREY-ALL-MEAT

REELFOOT

Lb. 49c

PORK

Lb. $1.29 SLICED BACON

TENDERLOIN

Lb. 7k

CHICKENS
BARBECUE

RIBS

REELFOOT

PORK

Lb. 7k

PORK CUTLETS
BARBECUE

SHORT

ROASTING

Lb. 75c

CHOPS
BONELESS

LOIN - CUT

Lb. 69c

FRYER QUARTERS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

B

STEW

CUT-UP

LB.

RIBS
69C

Seta

"MAXI-SAVINGS"jygi

SUPERNIANINET
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Lb.Box

32oz.

_

FOR

1

YELLOW

MASS

IA. 19e

DOUBLE
—
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY
Plus Low Prices

•-•

g

'Siipplentent to The Milton County News, Thursday June 10, 1971

.
0
This is P.N.Eirsch u Co.'s

OUNTRY STYLE

RIBS
690

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Lb. 75c
Lb. 7k

ITS

Lb. 79c
Lb. 99c.
Lb. 59c
WHITE CANVAS

PORK QUARTER

TENNIS
SHOES

)IN SLICED
59t iFifiArTsy

CUSHION INSOLE
MADE IN U.S.A.
WOMEN'S 41/2-10

BOYS 848

SHIRTS

CREW NECK STYLES
COLLAR MODELS
STRIPES • SOLIDS

DOUBLE
,ITY STAMPS
ON
:DNESDAY

3FOR

PO

$
1

$1.00

.oz 5 Cus
tl-oz.
7
)
1.A

3For

PACKAGE OF 100
DINNER SIZE
BIG SALE VALUE!

25-FT. ROLL
STORE FROZEN FOOD
USE FOR COOKING

FOAM
CUPS
50 TO PACKAGE
9-OUNCE SIZE
SALE PRICED!

Ns

390

5 Lbs.

$1.00

Lb.Ila .....,___- 2k

k 32oz.

PAPER
PLATES

ALUMINUM
FOIL

4

FOR

.

1

Lk I9e

DOUBLE
,ITY STAMPS
ON
:DNESDAV

Low Prices

IVRSCIrS

PAPER
NAPKINS
140 TO PACKAGE
SOFT—ABSORBENT
NOW SALE PRICED!

Shop Hindi's for Wiles...during our
••••

100% NYLON

NEWEST STYLES!

PAN
ou
HOS
TY
r
SWI
E
M
SUI
TS
SUMME
R SHADES

SIZES 1-3 4-6X 8-14

SLIGHT IRREGULARS
Here's your chance to save . slight irregulars of
$2.00 first quality 1007,, Nylon Panty Hose. Sheer
and seamless in summery Beige and Brown tones.
PETITE. MEDIUM . MEDIUM-TALL . TALL

47c

100% NYLON STRETCH KNIT
Get set for swimming in styles suited to take care
of all sun and sand activities. One and two piece
styles all girls adore for pool or shore in gay solids
and splashy prints. Now at a rock bottom price.

GET IN THE SUMMER SAVING SWIM!

r--

P.NWHERE
.HI
RSCH&CO.
YOU ALWAYS
SAVE!

PITS

k,8-14

:H KNIT

ited to take care
le and two piece
sore in gay solids
,ottom price.

(SWIM
SUITS
LADIES'

SIZES 6-16,30-38

ONE AND, TWO PIECE STYLES
Slink or swim in sun-sational hi-fashion swim suits from our
summertime collection. 100°/, Nylons and Helanka knits in
bright prints, stripes and solid colors, designed with flair in
bare one and two piece styles.

(ING SWIM!

MAKE A
FASHION SPLASH
POOLSIDE
IN GREAT SUITS
LIKE THESE . . .

ALL
PRICED TO

WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE!

SAVE ON LADIES'
CLOSEOUT OF
DISCONTINUED MODELS
by 'LOVABLE'
Outstanding value! Fiber-fill
contour cup, soft lace and tricot cup. Stretch or regular
straps. White, Pastels.

Extr
hi-fa
Fox
posii

SIZES 32-40 A, B, C

PAITIES
NYLON

BRIEF AND BIKINI STYLES
Choose from these two favorite styles ... elastic
leg nylon brief, or nylon Bikini style with elastic
leg. Both in White. Both at great savings.
SMOOTH TRIM FIT
SIZES 5-6-7

CASUAL
WITH NOT, NEW MINI SNORTS
EASY-CARE FABRICS
Cool, casual, comfortable . .. kicky little sleeveless dresses barely cover summer's new sensation,
Mini Shorts. They're fun to wear, and easy to care
for, too, because they're styled of crisp, crease
resistant fabrics in summery solids and prints.
Super summer fashions at super saving price.
BRIGHT PRINTS — SOLID COLORS
LADIES SIZES 10-18

LAST WORD IN SAVINGS!

-HIRSCH & CO.
P.N.
WHERE YOU
ALWAYS SAVE!

AM%

SPECIAL SALE! SPECIAL SAVINGS!

FABULOUS FUR-TRIMMED COATS
MINK or FOX COLLARS
100.̀/0 WOOL —SUEDE LEATHER
Extra special savings on special Fall and Winter
hi-fashion coats trimmed with beautiful Mink or
Fox collars. Layaway today and save ... small deposit holds your elegantly designed fashion find.
SIZES 8-20, 161
/
2-241
/
2
PURE WOOL

FREE . . . YOUR PERSONALIZED
3-INITIAL MONOGRAM
THIS LOW
SALE PRICE
THIS EVENT ONLY!

WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE!

Shop!Wu" fog r Value's iiiring our

BEST FOR BAR-B-9

FOLDING ALUMINUM

SMOKER-GRILL LAWN CHAIR
HEAVY DUTY ROTISSERIE
• 15"x10" Side Utility Shelf
• Two Heavy Rustproof Grids
• One Year Guarantee on Motor

6x4x4 WEB COUNT
• Polypropylene Webbing
• Tubular Aluminum Frame
• Large Comfortable Size
ATTRACTIVE
LIGHTWEIGHT
•
WEATHER
RESISTANT

6-POSITION
FIRE PAN
•
SEE-THRU
•
GLASS DOOR

SALE PRICEDI

YOUR CHOICE...6.99
WARING

PROCTOR 2-SLICE

HAND MIXER

TOASTER
CHROME FINISH
COLOR CONTROL

6-SPEED CONTROL
BEATER EJECTOR
SIX-FOOT
ATTACHED CORD

L 00
I-YEAR
GUARANTEE

6.99

PROCTOR

DAZEY

STEAM-DRY IRON

CAN OPENER

FINGER-TIP CONTROLS
GIVES PLENTY OF STEAM

KNIFE SHARPENER
FULLY AUTOMATIC

399

6.99

• Hai
• Inst
• Use

HANDY KITCHEN
HELPER

6.99

NO
SAL
PRICE

I-YEAR
GUARANTEE
11.

FOLDING ALUMINUM

20-INCH PUSH BUTTON

PICNIC TABLE BREEZE BOX
24x60x30 INCHES HIGH
• Beautiful Baked on Finish
• Reinforced Luggage Corners
• Plastic Handle — Rugged Lock

FLOOR-WINDOW FAN
• Two Speeds Cool 5 Rooms
• Handsome Surf Gray Casing
• Brightly Polished Blades
SURF GRAY
WITH
WHITE TRIM

IDEAL FOR
CHURCHES,
SCHOOLS,
HOMES
FOLDS
IN TO
HANDY 688
CARRY
CASE

FREEZER

• Strong Polypropylene Liner
• Cheery CherryRed Bridge
• Free Ice Cream Recipe Book

1188

NOW
SALE
PRICEDI

14-INCH

PATIO BROOM
LONG-LASTING BRISTLES
• Long-Lasting Wooden Frame
• Ideal for Patio or Garage
• Clean Up with This Valuel
LONG
WOOD
HANDLE
•
SAVEI

WOOD
BUCKET
•
CRANK
HANDLE

8

BAR-B-CI GRILL
HEAVY
GAUGE
BRASS
FINISH
LEGS

144

SERVICE FOR SIX
• Beautiful Snowdrop Pattern
• Bright Silver Sheen Finish
• Designed for All Occasions
SET INCLUDES

Six I-piece forged knives,
six forks, six soup/dessert
spoons and six teaspoons.

• 99
STAINLESS STEEL

GOURMET SKILLET
SOLID
WOODEN

HANDLE

20-QT. CANNER 3/
FOR AT-HOME CANNING
• Big Size Cold Pack Canner
• Durable Long Life Enamel
• Complete with Inside Rack
EASY TO CLEAN

DOES THE
TOUGH
JOBS
BEST

1000
120
1/7

MOLDED STYROFOAM

100% STYROFOAM

KEEPS
THINGS
HOT OR
COLD

Alic

HAN
• Full
•w
• Do
GRE

PLASTIC LINER
POUR SPOUT
STRONG HANDLE

UT
• Brig
• Co
• Nic

BIG VALUEI

AL DECANTER SALE PRICED'

10-1N. SIZE

PORCELIAN ENAMELWARE

444 277
SAVERS
OUR SUPER
1-GAL P
ST
79
79
P)
19c

88

13-IN. TABLE TOP

TABLEWARE

AC CURRENT

ICE CREAM
4-QUART CAPACITY

STAINLiSS STEEL

FOR MIXING
FOR SERVING
FOR STORING

YOU SAVE/

GUARANTEED UNBREAKABLE

1WiST
AND
CUBES
POP OUT

490

POLYETHLENE

WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE!
PAI

.99

BOLERO RADIO

OR 2-SLICE

ASTER
ME FINISH
CONTROL
EE

• Hairbrush, Two Combs
• Instamatic Heating Element
• Use for Fast Spot Drying

6.99

SOLID STATE
• Groovy Ball-n-Chain Design
• Full-Range Dynamic Speaker
• Built-in Ferrite Core Antenna
SWINGIN'
NEW CONCEPT
IN RADIO DESIGN

IRON
13-01 SIZE SUAVE
MELWARE

NNER 3/8-IN. DRILL

ANNING
k Canner
Enamel
side Rack

HANDLES BIG TOUGH JOBS
• Full Torque Drilling Action
• Well Balanced, Comfortable
• Double Reduction Gears
GREAT ALL-PURPOSE TOOL

AN

I I1

HAIR SPRAY

BLACK & DECKER

1000 RPM
I20V AC
1/7 H.P.

NORMAL-HARD-TO-HOLD
BEST KNOWN BRAND
• Burn Out Protected Motor
• Wide Blade Safety Guard
• Powerful One H.P. Motor
POWERFUL
MOTOR
HANDLES
TOUGH JOBS

UTILITY BOX
4"x6"
/
I 41/2"x71
Bright Red Shell and Tray
Compartmented Tray
Nickel Plated Hardware
IVORY
PLASTIC
HANDLE

• Controls Small Appliances
• Protects Home with Light
• With Handy Side Receptable
TURNS LIGHTS ON & OFF
STARTS/TIMES APPLIANCES
SALE
PRICED!

PLASTIC STRIP

BAND-AID
bRAND

ADHESIVE BANDAGES
30 STRIPS
TO PACK
•
63c
SIZE

\D

Shop Hirsch's for Values...during our

MEN'S

CREW SOCKS
100% FIRST QUALITY ORLON

STRIPED VINYL

SPORT SHOES
MEN'S — BOYS' — YOUTHS' SIZES
Big value in sporty Black
or White striped vinyl
shoe with crepe soles.

SUN-SATIONAL
MEN'S REG. $3.66
BOYS REG. $3.22
YOUTHS' REG. $3.00

SWIM SUITS
ALWAYS POPULAR LASTEX MATERIAL
Plunge into the summer scene ... in a stretchable Latex swim suit from
our super selection. Brilliant solid color's, broad stripes, novelty trims ...
perfectly styled for the man or boy who wants to make a big splash
poolside. You'll save big at these Super Sale prices!

Our most popular Boys' Cotton
crew socks in assorted dark colors.
SIZES 7-10

WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE!

SPORT MODELS
Short Sleeve
No-Iron dress shirts in stripes, deep
tones, pastels and white. Tailored with
fashion collars, short sleeves.

Fabulous savings on deep-tone solids,
stripes, patterns. Long point or regular
collars, long tails. No-iron.

STRIPES AND SOLIDS
• PLAIN BOTTOMS
• FRAYED BOTTOMS
100% Cotton denim in
solid colors and bright
stripes, or choose popular
65% polyester/35% cotton poplin in assorted solid
colors. Sanforized.

Hare leg or traditional slacks,
expertly tailored of never press
fabrics in handsome stripes and
solid colors. Smart slack fashions at a saving price!

MEN'S- SIZES
29-42

co

HIRSCH
Itt
P.N.
WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE!

_

.0
0

salltimmoilm#4001W1$14,0114wAvOVVIMAgar4tiffitYivssivoistiolliielsostselisreptiONVWsitiAt

FRUIT OF THE LOOM

UNDERWEAR
100% COTTON

MEN'S TEE SHIRTS: S-M-L-XL
MEN'S KNIT BRIEFS: 28-44

ugged an
eans are p
orized, so

3 265

FOR

vacation a•

89c EA

REGULA

MEN'S BROADCLOTH SHORTS
SIZES 28-44

6-16
•
SLIM
6-12
•
REGULA

OUTSTANDING VALUE!

$1.99

KN
IT
SH
IR
TS
MEN'

MEN'S ATHLETIC SHIRTS
SIZES S-M-L-XL-XXL

S S-M-L SIZES

CREW NECK STYLES

SHORT SLEEVES

Take it easy these hot summer days in "cool-it"
fine cotton knits from our huge
collection. Always popular crew neck styles, super
bly tailored with short sleeves...
roomy, comfortable. Outstanding selection of
summer's favorite solid colors, plus
a variety of bold, bright stripes. Priced so low
for this event, you'll want severa

l.

BOLD STRIPES • SOLID COLORS
Fabulous Fashion Velvet

NOW

SALE
PRICED!

WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE!

OUR

$1.99
REGULAR ..,

JUVENLE 4-7

SPORT SHIRTS
PERMANENT PRESS
SOLIDS -STRIPES
Maid s tripes
and

colors.'
Short

&test

sleeves.

solid

PLAIDS

styles.

REG. $1.49

ugged and packed with value, our "Diamond H" brand 133/4-01. Blue Denim
leans are perfect for every rough and tumble game under the sun. They're sanorized, so they won't shrink. Tough and durable . . . perfect for a boy's summer
vacation activities.

LATEST COLORS
Boys summertime favorite
. . . 100% cotton denim
shorts in smart new solid
colors. Save big on this
sale value!

Never iron these pajamas,
they are Permanent Press.
Comfortable, roomy, full cut
styles in solid colors, fancy
prints.

SIZES A-B-C-D

P.N.HIRSCH
a
CO.
WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE!

Shop Hirsch's.for Values...during our Super

LAYAWAY BLANKETS NOW AND SAVE!
HUGE SELECTION! FAMOUS BRANDS!
1 t,

t),

THERMAL AND CONVENTIONAL WEAVES
DECORATOR COLORS IN PRINTS, PLAIDS, SOLIDS
LAYAWAY NOW — PAY LATER

-

SMALL DEPOSIT HOLDS YOUR PURCHASE
LAYAWAY SPECIAL!
SO% POLYESTER — soy. RAYON
3-INCH NYLON BINDING

7200-INCH SIZE
BEAUTIFUL SOLID COLORS
WASHABLE

$
PERMANENTLY PLUMP POLYESTER

FULLY QUILTED

BED PILLOWS

BEDSPREADS

ODORLESS — ALLERGY FREE
LARGE 20x26-INCH SIZE

DOUBLE BED SIZE
QUILTED TO THE FLOOR
GAY PRINTS
AND SOLIDS
•

-

788
V$10.00ALUE!

GAILY STRIPED
LINEN FINISH
COTTON COVERS
There's a

P. N. HIRSCH a CO.

BATH SIZE

TOWELS

QUILTED PILLOW

COVERS

PILLOWS
FITS STANDARD
CLOSURE
ZIPPERED
MANY COLORS

88
MANY PATTERNS

SLIGHT

Department Store near you!

IRREGULARS

TERRY
1000/ COTTON
SOLIDS

—
PRINTS — STRIPES

Just Say:
"CHARGE IT!"

master charge
THE NIL HtIANK CARD

bt,

VALUES TO
IF PERFECT

LARGE 24x45-INCH
SIZE

SCATTER RUGS

NEW
DECORATOR
TWEEDS — SOLIDS —COLORS
STRIPES ie..
NON-SKID
BACKING
•

4

BIG SAVINGS!
REG. $2.50

.N.HIRSCH & CO.
WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE!

SOUTH FULTON
TENNESSEE

